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2 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSDue to its relevane for the global limate, the Atlanti meridional overturning iru-lation (AMOC) has been a major researh fous for many years. Yet, the question of whihphysial mehanisms ultimately drive the AMOC, in the sense of providing its energy sup-ply, remains a matter of ontroversy. Here we review both observational data and modelresults onerning the two main andidates: vertial mixing proesses in the oean's in-terior and wind-indued Ekman upwelling in the Southern Oean. In distintion to the en-ergy soure, we also disuss the role of surfae heat and freshwater �uxes, whih in�u-ene the volume transport of the MOC and shape its spatial irulation pattern withoutatually supplying energy to the overturning itself in steady state. We onlude that bothwind-driven upwelling and vertial mixing are likely ontributing to driving the observedirulation. To quantify their respetive ontributions, future researh needs to address someopen questions, whih we outline.
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 31. INTRODUCTIONThe deep Atlanti meridional overturning irulation (AMOC) onsists of four mainbranhes: upwelling proesses that transport volume from depth near the oean surfae,surfae urrents that transport relatively light water towards high latitudes, deep waterformation regions where waters beome denser and sink, and deep urrents losing theloop. These four branhes span the entire Atlanti on both hemispheres, forming a iru-lation system that onsists of two overturning ells, a deep one with North Atlanti DeepWater (NADW) and an abyssal one with Antarti Bottom Water (AABW). A highlysimpli�ed, illustrative sketh of this irulation is given in Fig. 1. The AMOC exerts astrong ontrol on the strati�ation and distribution of water masses, the amount of heatthat is transported by the oean, and the yling and storage of hemial speies suh asarbon dioxide in the deep sea. Thus, the AMOC is a key player in the Earth's limate. Inthe North Atlanti, its maximum northward heat transport is about 1 PW (1015 W) [Halland Bryden, 1982; Ganahaud and Wunsh, 2000; Trenberth and Caron, 2001℄, ontribut-ing to the mild limate predominant in North Western Europe. A redution in AMOCis likely to have strong impliations for the El-Ni~no/Southern Osillation phenomenon[Timmermann et al., 2005℄, the position of the Intertropial Convergene Zone [Vellingaand Wood , 2002℄, the marine eosystem in the Atlanti [Shmittner , 2005℄ and the sealevel in the North Atlanti [Levermann et al., 2005℄. Evidene from the geologial past[Bond et al., 1992;MManus et al., 2004℄ suggests that reorganizations of the AMOC wereinvolved in limati temperature hanges of several degrees in a few deades (see also thereviews by Clark et al. [2002℄ and Rahmstorf [2002℄). In the future, there is a risk thatsubstantial hanges in oean irulation ould our as a result of global warming [Manabe
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4 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSand Stou�er , 1994; Rahmstorf and Ganopolski , 1999; Wood et al., 1999; Shae�er et al.,2002; Zikfeld et al., 2006℄.Ultimately, the inuene of Sun and Moon is responsible for oeani and atmospheriirulations on Earth. The surfae uxes of heat, freshwater, and momentum as wellas gravity and tides set the oean waters in motion, either diretly or via intermediateproesses suh as waves. The main aim of this paper is to disuss the physial mehanismsthat drive the AMOC in the sense that they provide an energy input into the oean thatis apable of sustaining a steady-state deep overturning irulation.[Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 should appear here together in an extra box, with thetitle \A oneptual piture of the AMOC" ℄Presently, two distint mehanisms for driving the MOC are disussed. The �rst one isthe traditional thermohaline driving mehanism proposed by Sandstrm (1916) and Je�reys(1925). In this view, the driver is mixing that transports heat from the surfae to thedeep water masses, downwards aross surfaes of equal density (diapynal mixing). Munkand Wunsh [1998℄ desribed this mehanism in detail. The ation of winds and tidesgenerates internal waves in the oeans. These waves dissipate into small-sale motion thatause turbulent mixing. This mixing of heat lightens water masses in the deep oean andauses them to rise in low latitudes. Resulting surfae and intermediate waters are thenadveted poleward into the North Atlanti where they are transformed into dense watersby atmospheri ooling and salt rejetion during sea-ie growth. These waters sink todepth and spread, setting up the deep water mass of the oean. Thereby a meridionaldensity gradient between high and low latitudes is established. A sketh of the involvedproesses and their loations is given in Fig. 2.
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 5The seond andidate is wind-driven upwelling, as put forward by Toggweiler andSamuels [1993b, 1995, 1998℄. Based on observational radioarbon onstraints, they on-luded that the atual amount of upwelling of abyssal water aused by diapynal mixingis insuÆient to sustain an estimated overturning of about 15 Sv (1 Sv = 1 Sverdrup =106 m3 s�1) in the Atlanti Oean. As an alternative, they suggested that most of theoeani upwelling is wind-driven and ours in the Southern Oean. The strong west-erly irumpolar winds indue a vigorous northward transport of waters, alled Ekmantransport, near the oean surfae. Sine there is a horizontal divergene of the Ekmantransports, an upwelling from depth is indued that is assoiated with the so-alled Drake-Passage e�et (see Fig. 2). In this view, it is the strength of Southern Oean winds ratherthan the oeani diapynal mixing that governs the strength of the AMOC. Note that inthis theory the winds indue large sale motion of the water masses in the Southern Oean,whih enter the Atlanti and ow up to the northern deep water formation sites. Wind-driven mixing, i.e. small sale turbulent motion that is indued by surfae wind-stress, ispart of the mixing proesses and not onsidered as a diret wind-driven upwelling.Determining whih of these two proesses is the main driving mehanism of the MOC isof great interest, even beyond the aim of physial understanding. The two ould imply dif-ferent sensitivities to variations in external foring [Shmittner and Weaver , 2001; Prangeet al., 2003℄, and thus a di�erent evolution of the MOC under ontinued global limatehange. In the present paper we review work on theory, modeling, and observations thatargue for either or both of the possible driving mehanisms.We wish to emphasize that the driving proesses do not fully determine the AMOC'sspatial extent and strength. The amount of water that atually sinks in the North Atlanti
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6 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSis ontrolled by a variety of proesses inluding the horizontal gyre irulation, atmospheriooling, preipitation, evaporation, and ie melting. These proesses an hange theAMOC's spatial pattern drastially, and they an temporarily redue or inrease theamount of deep water formed, with a strong impat on limate. However, our fous hereis on the AMOC as a large-sale oherent irulation system and on longer time-sales,that is, on whih mehanism provides the oean with the energy neessary to sustain asteady-state deep overturning irulation.The terms "meridional overturning irulation" (MOC) and "thermohaline irulation"(THC) have sometimes been used almost like synonyms, but they have very di�erentmeanings. "MOC" is merely a desriptive, geographi term: it is simply a irulation inthe meridional-vertial plane, as an e.g. be depited by an overturning stream funtionas in Fig. 3. The term "MOC" thus does not refer to any partiular driving mehanism.[Position of Fig. 3℄The term "THC", by ontrast, is a de�nition of ow by driving mehanism. Thereare three qualitatively di�erent physial mehanisms to drive oeani ows: (1) diretmomentum transfer by surfae winds, (2) aeleration of water by tidal fores, and (3)thermohaline foring. This lassi�ation is found in oeanography textbooks sine theearly 20th entury (e.g. Defant [1929℄; Neumann and Pierson [1966℄). A simple, arhety-pal example of the latter would be the regional thermohaline (or in this ase, thermal)irulation aused by "hot spots" of geothermal heating at the oean bottom near mid-oean ridges [Joye and Speer , 1987; Thompson and Johnson, 1996℄. Another example isthe ow driven by strong surfae ooling of a previously warmer body of water, as ourse.g. when a polynya opens up in sea ie [Bu�oni et al., 2002℄. In these examples, ther-
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 7mohaline uxes at the oean boundary (surfae or bottom) ause density hanges whihdrive a ow by setting up pressure gradients.A ompliation arises when onsidering the large sale thermohaline irulation in steadystate, as this steady state annot be maintained by surfae buoyany uxes alone. Asdisussed in detail in setion 2, a mehanial energy input is required to sustain theturbulene neessary to mix down heat in order to maintain the pressure gradients, inaddition to the surfae uxes. To aount for this fat, the large-sale thermohalineirulation has been de�ned as "urrents driven by uxes of heat and freshwater aross thesea surfae and subsequent interior mixing of heat and salt" [Rahmstorf , 2002, 2003℄. Thesame fat is addressed by the de�nition of Huang [2004℄: \(The THC is) An overturningow in the oean driven by mehanial stirring/mixing, whih transports mass, heat,freshwater, and other properties. In addition, the surfae heat and freshwater uxes areneessary for setting up the ow." However, mehanial stirring is only neessary forsustaining a steady-state large-sale MOC, not for the examples of transient or regionalthermohaline ows mentioned above. Being aware that the word \driver" is used withdi�erent meanings in the literature, we use it, for the remainder of this paper, in themeaning \the physial proess that provides the neessary energy input to sustain asteady-state deep MOC".Sine we disuss both a mehanism to drive the large-sale MOC diretly by winds(setion 4) and the traditional driving mehanism inluding turbulent mixing and ther-mohaline foring (setion 3) in this paper, we will generally use the driver-neutral term"MOC" or "Atlanti MOC" (AMOC). We restrit our disussion to the deep MOC, ex-
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8 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSluding the shallow Ekman ells of the MOC that are usually on�ned to the upper fewhundred meters.The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 deals with \Sandstr�om's theorem". Basedon experiments and theory, it implies that the steady-state MOC annot be driven bysurfae buoyany uxes alone. We present the ritial disussion that has followed theearly statement of this theorem. A fous is put on the energy budget of the general ir-ulation. Subsequently the two possible driving mehanisms are presented. Diapynalmixing as a driver is disussed in setion 3, entered around the budget of turbulent di-apynal mixing energy and its soures, whih are basially winds and tides. In addition,we treat the fundamental diÆulties of representing turbulent mixing in oean general ir-ulation models. Surfae wind foring as a driver is addressed in setion 4. This inludestraer evidene for wind-driven upwelling in the Southern Oean and a spei� dynam-ial onstraint favouring this upwelling. Setion 4 ends with a reurrene to the budgetof turbulent diapynal mixing energy. We �nd that likely both mixing and wind-drivenupwelling drive the AMOC. Next, in setion 5 we study the role of the surfae buoyanyuxes in setting the strength and the shape of the AMOC; today's AMOC is haraterizedby deep water formation in the northern North Atlanti and the Southern Oean. A ques-tion of strong interest is the stability of the AMOC, to whih we devote setion 6. Spei�issues are the AMOC's instabilities in past limates and various soures of bistability, likefreshwater uxes or the di�erent driving mehanisms. A reason for onern in the nearfuture are transient hanges of the AMOC along with their onsequenes. In setion 7 wesummarize the entral results and outline the main open questions.
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 92. ENERGY BUDGET AND SANDSTR�OM'S THEOREMAs we will see later (setions 3, 4), the question of whih mehanisms drive the AMOCis intimately linked to where and how the upwelling of deep water takes plae. The oean'smehanial energy is ontinuously dissipated through frition. To maintain a steady-stateirulation, an energy soure is required to overome frition. Identifying suh a proess,its role in the energy budget of the oean, and the energy pathways has been the subjetof substantial researh in the past deade (e.g. Munk and Wunsh [1998℄; Toggweiler andSamuels [1998℄; Huang [1999℄; Gade and Gustafsson [2004℄; Huang [2004℄; Wunsh andFerrari [2004℄; Gnanadesikan et al. [2005℄). Our intention herein is to review the urrentunderstanding.2.1. Sandstr�om's theoremThe starting point of disussions on energetis of the oean and the drivers of theoean's overturning irulation is often what is ommonly known as Sandstr�om's theorem(e.g. Defant [1961℄; Dutton [1986℄; Houghton [1986℄; Colin de Verdi�ere [1993℄; Munkand Wunsh [1998℄; Huang [1999℄; Gade and Gustafsson [2004℄; Huang [2004℄; Wunshand Ferrari [2004℄; Gnanadesikan et al. [2005℄; Hughes and GriÆths [2006℄). Sandstr�om[1908℄ performed a series of tank experiments in whih he analyzed under whih onditionsbuoyany foring alone, applied at di�erent depths, ould lead to a deep overturningirulation in a water tank. A heating and a ooling soure were plaed at oppositeextremes in the tank. In one of the experiments, the heating soure was situated abovethe ooling soure; in another one, it was below. Sandstr�om [1908℄ onluded that athermally driven, losed, steady irulation in the oean an only be established if theheating soure is situated at a lower level than the ooling soure.D R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



10 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSSandstr�om's theorem was later put on a more theoretial foundation by Sandstr�om[1916℄ and Bjerknes [1916℄. Negleting the Earth's rotation, the fores ating upon a uidparel are pressure gradient fores, gravity and frition. The irulation equation along alosed streamline S thus gives [Defant , 1961℄:dCdt = ddt IS u � dr = IS dudt � dr= � IS � dp+ IS F � dr+ IS g � dr; (1)where u is the veloity, � the spei� volume (� = ��1, where � is the density), p thepressure, F the frition fore per unit mass, and dr a distane element along the streamline.Beause g = �r�, the last term of the r.h.s vanishes. The two remaining terms on ther.h.s. represent the work done by pressure gradient fores and the dissipation of energythrough frition, respetively. In steady-state:dCdt = � IS � dp+ IS F � dr = 0; (2)i.e., pressure gradient fores must do work against frition in order to balane fritionalenergy dissipation. Any extra positive work by pressure gradient fores will ontribute toaelerate the uid.Sandstr�om [1916℄ (see also the disussions by Defant [1961℄ and Huang [1999℄) onsid-ered a Carnot yle, onsisting of two isobars (dp = 0) and two adiabati urves operatingbetween a heating and a ooling soure (Fig. 4). In the �rst ase, the heating soure isloated at a lower pressure than the ooling soure, and the yle takes plae lokwise.The system is heated from 1 to 2 and expands at onstant pressure p1; at 2 the heatingsoure is removed and the system is adiabatially ompressed from 2 to 3; from 3 to 4 aooling soure is applied, and the system is ompressed at a pressure p2. At 4 the oolingD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 11soure is removed and the system expands adiabatially bak to 1. Thus, the �rst termof the l.h.s. in equation (2) is:� IS �dp = � Z p2p1 (�2!3 � �4!1) dp < 0; (3)i.e., pressure fores annot do any work. In the seond ase, the heat soure is loated ata higher pressure than the old soure, and the yle takes plae antilokwise. In thisase � IS �dp = � Z p2p1 (�4!1 � �2!3) dp > 0: (4)Thus, work by the pressure fores against fritional fores will be produed only if heating(expansion) takes plae at a larger pressure (i.e. depth) than ooling (ompression), asonluded by Sandstr�om [1908, 1916℄. This implies that heat owing into the system isonverted into work, i.e., the system behaves as a heat engine. The same onlusion wasdrawn from studying Sandstr�om's theorem in the framework of a thermohaline loop model[Wunsh, 2005℄.[Position of Fig. 4℄To explain the MOC in the oean we need to identify heat soures at depth (if otherexternal forings, like winds, are absent). The oean is heated at the tropis and ooled athigh latitudes at the surfae, with the tropial sea-surfae about one meter higher, and thusat lower pressure, than the high-latitude sea-surfae. This orresponds to the �rst aseabove: with this distribution of the surfae heat uxes the oean is not a heat engine. Thenext possible soure is solar radiation. It penetrates some 100 m into the oean's interior,depending on the radiation frequeny and the sea-state, inluding some of the biologialindies (e.g. Morel and Antoine [1994℄), but the assoiated energy soure is of only aboutD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



12 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS0.01 TW (1 TW = 1012 W; Huang and Wang, 2003, unpublished ms.). Hene, aordingto Sandstr�om's theorem one should expet at most a shallow irulation, on�ned betweenthe sea-surfae and the depth of penetration of solar radiation [Wunsh and Ferrari , 2004℄.Moreover, the assoiated onversion rate to mehanial energy is only 0.0015 TW (Wangand Huang (2005), see also table 1). Another soure of heat at depth is geothermalheating. Yet the implied energy soure, about 0.05 TW, is too weak to have a signi�antimpat in the oean's irulation (Huang [1999, 2002℄; table 1). Obviously there must beother heat soures at depth. This onlusion was already drawn by Sandstrm himself. Heproposed turbulent mixing of heat at low latitudes to transport heat downwards. But hisidea that salinity-driven onvetion ould power the required low-latitude mixing is notfeasible. Je�reys [1925℄ pointed out that in Sandstr�om's experiments the only means toredistribute heat is ondution and that Sandstr�om's theorem does not take into aountturbulent di�usion. Je�reys [1925℄ showed that, when turbulent di�usion is inluded, anyhorizontal density gradient indues a irulation, even if the heating soure is at a higherlevel than the ooling soure. Thus, he questioned the validity of Sandstr�om's theoremfor the atmospheri irulation, in whih turbulene is always present, but reognizedits possible relevane for the oean irulation, for whih { he assumed { turbuleneis on�ned to the surfae neighborhood. As pointed out by Munk and Wunsh [1998℄,neither Sandstr�om nor Je�reys knew of the existene of vigorous onvetive motions in theoean. The same applies to turbulent mixing in the oean interior, in partiular diapynalmixing, that, beause the oean strati�ation is almost everywhere vertial, allows for thepenetration of heat into the deep oean.
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 13Using a loop model, Huang [1999℄ showed that when turbulent mixing is taken intoaount and the heat soure is loated at a higher level than the ooling soure, thestrength of the irulation is ontrolled by the energy available for mixing. As explainedby Huang [1999℄ (see setion 3), in a strati�ed oean diapynal mixing raises the enterof mass of the system and thereby its gravitational potential energy (GPE). Thus, anexternal mehanial soure of energy is required to sustain mixing.While in laboratory experiments a deep ow may be driven by surfae heat uxes andmoleular mixing, suh that external energy soures are not neessary (see se. 2.3), forthe oeani MOC we onlude that the surfae buoyany uxes do not drive the ow. Theoean is indeed heated and ooled at the surfae, with the heating and ooling souresroughly at the same depth, but heating and ooling are not the sole foring. The oean isfored at its surfae by atmospheri winds and through its volume by tides. Winds andtides result in turbulent mixing apable of driving the ow [Colin de Verdi�ere, 1993;Munkand Wunsh, 1998; Huang , 1999℄. In addition, the wind foring diretly ontributes tothe large-sale kineti energy of the oean. Winds and tides hene ultimately need to beonsidered as the driver of the AMOC.2.2. Energy budgetLet us plae Sandstr�om's theorem in a broader framework by onsidering all possibleenergy soures. The following is based on Gill [1982℄, Oort et al. [1994℄ and Wunsh andFerrari [2004℄. The total energy of a uid parel is given by its internal, GPE, and kinetienergy. We will now onsider the balanes of eah of these terms separately.The internal energy (I) balane per unit mass is:�(�I)�t + r � [�Iu+ Frad℄D R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



14 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS+ r � "��p�TrT � �hE�S ��SrS#= �pr � u + ��; (5)where � is the in situ density, u is the veloity, T and S are the temperature and salinity,respetively, Frad represents the radiative ux, p is the spei� heat of seawater at on-stant pressure, �T and �S are the heat and salt di�usivities, hE = I + p=� is the enthalpy,and � is the visous dissipation rate,� = � 8<: �u�x!2 +  �u�y!2 +  �u�z !29=; ; (6)where � is the moleular kinemati visosity (� = �=�, being � the moleular dynamivisosity). �p�TrT represents the di�usion of heat, and �hE�S ��SrS the generation ofinternal energy due to di�erent enthalpies of salt and water. pr � u represents the workdone by expansion at the expense of internal energy, and �� the heat produed by visousdissipation of kineti energy.The GPE balane for a uid parel is�(��)�t +r � (��u) = �u �r�+ ����tides�t ; (7)where � is the gravitational potential, whih inludes both the Earth's geopotential anda time-dependent tidal potential (� = gz + �tides(x; y; z; t)). The term �u �r� representsthe onversion of kineti to GPE (see below).Finally, the balane of kineti energy for a uid parel is��t �12�juj2�+r � �12�ujuj2�=r � ��r�12�juj2���u �rp� �u �r�� ��: (8)D R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 15The �rst term on the r.h.s represents the di�usion of kineti energy due to visous pro-esses. The seond term represents the work done by pressure fores, whih an be writtenas �u �rp = �r � (pu) + pr � u, where pr � u is the ompressive term appearing withopposite sign in (5). The third term appears with opposite signs in equations (7) and(8) and represents the work done by gravity and tidal fores (i.e., the GPE to kinetienergy onversion). The fourth term appears with opposite signs in equations (5) and (8)and represents the dissipation of kineti energy produed by visous dissipation (frition).Replaing � = gz + �tides we have:��t �12�juj2�+r � �12�ujuj2�=r � ��r�12�juj2���u �rp� �wg � �u �r�tides � �� : (9)We now onsider the steady-state volume integral of (9). In the steady-state the �rstterm on the l.h.s. vanishes. As explained as well byWunsh and Ferrari [2004℄, the seondterm on the l.h.s. represents the advetion of kineti energy through the boundaries. Sineadvetion through the lateral boundaries or the bottom is not possible, this term is reduedto the advetion of kineti energy through the surfae. Faller [1968℄ estimated the kinetienergy input through the surfae assoiated with preipitation in less than 4 �10�4 PW.Although not negligible, most of this energy is expended in small-sale turbulene loseto the surfae.Thus, negleting this term,ZS ��r�12�juj2�� � n̂ ds+ ZV [�u �rp� �wg � �u �r�tides � ��℄ dvD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



16 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS= 0; (10)where n̂ is an outward unit vetor normal to the boundaries of the oean at eah point.This implies that in the steady-state, the energy input by the winds (the �rst term on thel.h.s) plus the work done by pressure gradients, the work done by gravity, and the energyinput though tidal foring must balane the dissipation of kineti energy by frition.The work done by pressure gradients an be expressed in terms of the net vertialbuoyany ux and the non-hydrostati pressure work. We deompose the pressure p intoits hydrostati, horizontally averaged omponent po and its non-hydrostati omponentp0, p = po + p0. By de�nition: dpodz = ��og; (11)where �o is the horizontally averaged density. Thus:�u �rp = �u �r(po + p0)= �owg � u �rp0= �owb+ �wg � u �rp0; (12)where b = g�o � ��o (13)is the buoyany. Inserting (12) into (10), the �wg term whih appears with opposite signsin these expressions anels out. Another way of seeing this is integrating over the oeanvolume and taking into aount that in a steady-state there is no net vertial mass uxaross any horizontal surfae (e.g. Wunsh and Ferrari [2004℄), i.e., RV �wg dv = 0, we
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 17have: ZV �u �rp dv = ZV �owb dv � ZV u �rp0 dv; (14)i.e. the pressure work appears as that of the buoyany fores plus that of the non-hydrostati pressure [Colin de Verdi�ere, 1993; Wunsh and Ferrari , 2004℄. Inserting (12)or (14) into (10) and integrating by parts the seond term on the r.h.s. of (14) we obtainZS ��r�12�juj2�� � n̂ ds+ ZV [��u �r�tides + p0r � u+ �owb� ��℄ dv= 0: (15)This implies that in steady-state the energy input by the surfae-winds, the tides, om-pression, and buoyany fores must balane the dissipation of kineti energy. Taking intoaount the ontinuity equation, the ompressive term an be written as:p0r � u = �p0� D�Dt= �p0 ( 1�2s DpDt + �DsDt � �D�Dt) ; (16)where D=Dt is the material derivative, s salinity and � potential temperature, and �and � the orresponding expansion oeÆients. Sine water is nearly inompressible, the�rst term on the r.h.s. an be safely negleted. In addition, beause di�usive uxes areimportant only lose to the surfae due to heat and freshwater uxes, in the oean interiorthe seond and third terms on the r.h.s. an be negleted. Thus the ompressive workterm is small and we neglet it hereafter. We now analyze the impliations of this balanein the ase of buoyany foring alone.
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18 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS2.3. Convetive and non-onvetive systemsLet us onsider now the ase in whih there is no wind or tidal foring but only buoyanyforing, whih in the general ase an be loated anywhere in the oean. Equation (15)reads then: ZV [�owb� ��℄ dv = 0; (17)i.e., in the absene of any other energy soure besides heating or ooling leading to buoy-any foring, a steady-state irulation requires the work done by buoyany fores tobalane the dissipation of kineti energy through frition. Sine the latter implies a sinkof kineti energy it must be positive. This impliesZV wb dv > 0; (18)i.e., the net vertial buoyany ux must be positive. Thus upwelling must be positivelyorrelated with positive buoyany, i.e. lighter water, and downwelling must be positivelyorrelated with negative buoyany, i.e., denser water. Equation (18) expresses the on-dition required for a system to be a onvetive system (e.g. Gnanadesikan et al. [2005℄).That is, in a onvetive system, buoyany fores do net work against frition to maintainthe irulation. Thus, buoyany foring drives the irulation. This is equivalent to theondition for a heat engine (equation 2).Let us onsider the buoyany onservation equation�b�t +r � (u b) = Qb; (19)where Qb is a buoyany soure term. In the steady-state, and integrating horizontallyover x and y and vertially from the bottom of the oean (z = �H) to some depth level
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 19z0 below the surfae we have< wb > jzo�H = Z zo�H < Qb > dz: (20)where the brakets indiate horizontally integrated and the overbar steady-state quanti-ties.Hene, in order to have a positive buoyany ux whatever the value of zo as requiredfrom the dissipation in the kineti energy balane, buoyany soures must be loated ata larger depth than buoyany sinks.Paparella and Young [2002℄ and Gnanadesikan et al. [2005℄ have shown that when thesole foring on a uid is surfae buoyany ux (horizontal onvetion), the net steady-statevertial buoyany ux aross every surfae z = onstant vanishes, i.e.:< wb >� ZS wb ds = 0; (21)where the surfae integral is alulated at a onstant depth. In partiular, for the totalvolume integrated, time-averaged vertial buoyany ux we haveZV wb dv = 0: (22)This is approximately the ase of the oean, where the buoyany foring is pratiallylimited to the surfae. Thus the net work done by buoyany fores is zero in a steadystate, and buoyany foring an in this sense not be onsidered as the driver of the ow.This is equivalent to Sandstr�om's theorem.As pointed out by Paparella and Young [2002℄ and Gnanadesikan et al. [2005℄, thisdoes not neessarily imply that the ow is zero. To see this, the total vertial veloityand buoyany are deomposed into their large-sale, long-term and small-sale, short termomponents w; b and w0; b0, respetively, i.e. w = w + w0 and b = b + b0. Thus equationD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



20 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS(21) would be: < wb >=< wb > + < w0b0 >= 0; (23)if < w0b0 >6= 0 this implies there must be a ompensation of the work done by buoyanyfores on the large-sale, long-term and the small-sale, short term omponents. Thus,even if for the total ow the net vertial buoyany ux vanishes, for the large-sale owit does not. The orresponding pertinent kineti energy balane would be the large-saleversion of (17), that is: ZV [wb� �℄ dv = 0; (24)where the Boussinesq approximation has been taken into aount. Note that here� = A8<: �u�x!2 +  �u�y!2 +  �u�z !29=; (25)is the turbulent visous dissipation rate of large-sale kineti energy, and A inludes theeddy and moleular kinemati visosities.Thus, (23) represents a balane between two equal and opposite terms, the �rst of whihompensates the large-sale kineti energy dissipation.If the term < w0b0 > is parametrized as vertial di�usion with a vertial di�usivityoeÆient � we have < wb > �� < bz >= 0: (26)As shown by Paparella and Young [2002℄, integrating (26) over the oean depth, thefollowing is obtained for the total large-sale buoyany ux, in the steady state:ZV wb dv = Z 0�H < wb > dz= �[< b(0) > � < b(�H) >℄D R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 21= ZV � dv (27)where < b(0) > and < b(�H) > are the horizontally integrated large-sale, long-termbuoyanies on the surfae and at depth, respetively. In the limit �! 0, the dissipation� ! 0, instead of reahing a �nite limit independent of visosity, as is the ase for aturbulent uid. In other words: a horizontal onvetive system annot exhibit the observedsmall sale turbulene observed in the oean. Hene the whole ow must also be zero.However, horizontal onvetion is able to drive a ow in whih no energy is dissipatedby turbulent mixing. This is seen in experiments [Stommel , 1962; Rossby , 1965℄ andnumerial studies [Beardsley and Festa, 1972; Rossby , 1998℄. In these ases, the heatis transported from the boundary into the uid by moleular di�usion and ondution.M. Coman et al. (2006, submitted ms.) repeated Sandstrm's (1908, 1916) experiments inthe original setup. They observed an overturning irulation and onlude that Sandstrmfailed to detet this. Sandstrm (1908, 1916) was not aware of di�usion, as Je�reys (1925)pointed out. Yet, as already Bjerknes (1916) noted, the idea behind Sandstrm's theoremis still valid: The heat uxes through the oean surfae must ontinue into the oeanitself, penetrating it, in order to set up a deep irulation. The heat ux penetrating theuid an be aused by moleular or turbulent mixing.But is moleular di�usion suÆient to drive a ow as vigorous as observed in the oean?Siggers et al. [2004℄ show a theoretial possibility for the observed horizontal heat trans-port to be ahieved in this way. Mullarney et al. [2004℄, in a tank experiment, even seea horizontal onvetive ow with an eddying surfae layer similar to the observed one.The ourrene of a ow of this kind depends on the parameters of the experiment, likelength sales and applied temperature di�erenes. However, an estimate of the energyD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



22 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSfrom surfae thermal foring available to the oean yields an amount at least 10,000 timessmaller than the mehanial energy from wind and tidal dissipation (Wang and Huang[2005℄; see table 1). Therefore it appears that turbulent mixing driven by winds andtides is neessary to sustain the upwelling of deep water aross the strati�ation, as it isobserved in the oean. This implies that surfae buoyany uxes do not drive the MOCbut are rather a passive result of the latter [Munk and Wunsh, 1998; Huang , 2004℄. Onean external energy soure, apable of sustaining turbulene, is introdued, a MOC an bedriven.Turbulent mixing as a driver of the global MOC, along with the required soures ofexternal energy, is disussed in se. 3. Another possible driver is the diret input of large-sale kineti energy through the winds. This driver does not involve diapynal mixing,but rather wind-driven, isopynal upwelling (see se. 4).3. DIAPYCNAL MIXING AS A DRIVER FOR THE OVERTURNINGCIRCULATIONIn this setion we disuss the hypothesis that diapynal mixing is the main driver of theAMOC by ontributing most of the potential energy needed for the deep water massesformed in the North Atlanti to return bak to the surfae. The most important proessthat gives rise to mixing is the breaking of internal waves [Garrett and St. Laurent , 2002;St. Laurent and Garrett , 2002; Wunsh and Ferrari , 2004℄ generated by:(i) the wind at the surfae(ii) the interation of abyssal tidal ow with topography(iii) the interation of the eddy �eld with bottom topography.
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 23The term \diapynal" refers to turbulent mixing aross surfaes of equal density, asompared to \isopynal" mixing, whih ours along those surfaes. The zonally averageddensity pro�le in Fig. 2 shows that vertial mixing is diapynal in most parts of theoean. Important exeptions are the high latitudes, where deep density surfaes outropor frontal regions suh as the Antarti Cirumpolar Current or western boundary urrentswith strong isopynal sloping where vertial mixing has a substantial isopynal omponent.Mixing along isopynal surfaes is muh more pronouned sine it ours with the leastexpenditure of energy. Hene, however essential as a potential driver of the MOC, thediapynal mixing oeÆient is typially several orders of magnitudes smaller than theisopynal one. Note that by mixing we mean small sale turbulent motions in the oean,that our on entimeter sales, up to mesosale eddies, whose spatial sales are in theorder of 1 - 50 km.3.1. Mixing oeÆientsDue to the lak of data, and to simplify matters, the diapynal mixing oeÆient wasinitially assumed to be uniform throughout the oean interior, implying a uniformly dis-tributed, slow upwelling over large regions of the oeans [Stommel and Arons, 1960℄.Assuming that vertial advetion w and turbulent mixing are the dominant terms inthe transport equation of a onservative traer C leads to a vertial advetion-di�usionbalane w�zC = �z (��zC) (28)with a vertial turbulent di�usion oeÆient �. Here, turbulent mixing has been param-eterized as turbulent di�usion, analogous to moleular di�usion. Munk [1966℄ assumed aonstant � and estimated a value of � = 1�10�4m2s�1 for the diapynal turbulent di�usiv-D R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



24 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSity by �tting this balane point-wise to traer data from the entral Pai� Oean. Sinethen, � = 1�10�4m2s�1 was widely regarded as the proper diapynal mixing oeÆientneeded to return the deep waters bak to the surfae.However, in reent years diret and indiret measurements of mixing oeÆientshave revealed that diapynal mixing is highly variable in spae. Interior mixing ratesaway from topographi features and boundaries indiate values of the order of only� = 0:1�10�4m2s�1 [Moum and Osborn, 1986; Ledwell et al., 1993; Oakey et al., 1994℄and even lower lose to the equator [Gregg et al., 2003℄. Strong mixing with turbulentdi�usion oeÆients up to � = 100�10�4m2s�1, on the other hand, an be found nearhighly variable bottom topography [Polzin et al., 1997; Ledwell et al., 2000; Garabatoet al., 2004b℄ or along ontinental slopes [Moum et al., 2002℄.Taking into aount that mixing is highly variable in spae, Munk and Wunsh [1998℄re-estimated the basin average diapynal turbulent di�usivity by applying the vertialadvetion-diffusion balane to zonally averaged densities. They interpreted the resultingturbulent di�usivity as a surrogate for a small number of onentrated mixing regionsfrom whih the mixed water masses are exported to the oean interior. Their analysiswas based on the assumption that all of the estimated 30 Sv of deep water that is formedat both Northern and Southern high latitudes ( see se. 5) upwells at low latitudesbetween depths of 1000 m and 4000 m. This approah resulted in the same globallyaveraged value of � = 1�10�4m2s�1. Munk and Wunsh [1998℄ hypothesized that thepower required to mix waters with a uniform oeÆient of � = 1�10�4m2s�1 is the sameas if onentrated mixing ourred with muh higher oeÆients in only about 1% of
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 25the oean, thus reaÆrming � = 1�10�4m2s�1 as the average diapynal mixing oeÆientrequired to return the deep waters bak to the surfae.3.2. Mixing energy requirementsWe reonsider here the energy balane for a non-onvetive system as the oean (equa-tion (23)) in whih the net buoyany transport is zero,
< w b >=< w b > + < w0 b0 >= 0 (29)where the overbar again denotes large-sale long-term averages. We assume the me-hanial energy soure for sustaining the ow is from diapynal mixing, supplied throughw0 b0. We reall, the brakets denote the horizontal integral, so the above holds for everydepth level below the surfae. The diret wind input into the large-sale kineti energybalane is negleted here and from the volume integrated kineti energy balane (equation17): ZV �0w bdv = � ZV �0w0 b0dv = ZV ��dv (30)the energy required to sustain the ow an be estimated. Sine the dissipation termon the right hand side is positive, the large sale potential to kineti energy onversionterm w b is positive and potential energy supplied by diapynal mixing is onverted intolarge-sale kineti energy and drives the ow.Munk and Wunsh [1998℄ used the losure from equation (28) for the turbulent mixingterm in equation (30) �0w0b0 � �0�(z)�zb (W=m3) and estimated the amount of energy
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26 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSprodution Emix(z) required to maintain the abyssal strati�ation against an upwellingveloity w(z) :
Emix(z) = �(z)�0�zb = ��(z)g�z�(z); (31)where � is the depth-dependent turbulent di�usivity as omputed from the densitydistribution and the assumed upwelling of 30 Sv in the low latitude oeans, and � thedensity. By integrating equation (31) over the global abyssal oean volume, they obtainedthat a total of 0.4 TW of energy input is required.Alternatively, Wunsh and Ferrari [2004℄ also estimated the energy requirement fromthe term on the left hand side of equation (30), by onsidering the density di�erenebetween the denser downwelling and less dense upwelling waters. Again, inserting vertialveloities onsistent with a total of about 30 Sv volume transport that need to upwellaross strati�ation and density pro�les onsistent with observations, one obtains thesame result of 0.4 TW.The question remains whether the required energy prodution is available in reality.This depends ruially on how and where the turbulent kineti energy provided by thewinds and tides is made available for mixing. This energy is supplied at large sales (up to1000 km) and then transferred aross the internal wave spetrum to small dissipation sales(m to mm), however dissipation mehanisms are poorly known and quanti�ed [Kanthaand Clayson, 2000℄. In the oean interior the energy distribution of the internal wave�elds, is well desribed by the Garrett-Munk wave number/frequeny spetrum [Garrettand Munk , 1972, 1975; Munk , 1981℄. Generally, the energy ontent of the Garrett-Munkspetrum seems to be able to explain the measured values of diapynal di�usivity inD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 27the order of 0:1 � 10�4m2s�1 in the oean interior [Kantha and Clayson, 2000℄. Theinteration of abyssal tidal ow with bottom topography is probably responsible for mostof the loalized elevated mixing rates near the bottom of the oean. How muh of thetidal energy is loally dissipated near their generation site or radiated away is howeverstill unlear [St. Laurent and Garrett , 2002; Garrett and St. Laurent , 2002℄.Therefore, estimates of the amount of energy available for mixing in the real oean relyon estimates of energy prodution rates and energy pathways and are highly unertain.Faller [1968℄ and Holland [1975℄ were the �rst to estimate the terms of the energy budgetof the general irulation. The following disussion of these estimates is summarized inTable 1. The total amount of mehanial energy input by the winds an be partitionedas in Wang and Huang [2004a℄ into
Wwind = � � uo + � 0 � u0o + p0w0o; (32)where � and uo are the long-term large-sale surfae wind-stress and veloity, and � 0and u0o are the high frequeny perturbations assoiated with surfae waves and p0 and w0oare perturbations of the surfae pressure and vertial veloity. In equation (32) we havedropped, for simpliity, the overbar in all quantities that refer to large-sale long-termaverages. Splitting the horizontal surfae veloity into its geostrophi and ageostrophiomponents we haveWwind = � � uo;g + � � uo;a+ � 0 � u0o + p0w0o: (33)
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28 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSThe �rst term represents the work done by the surfae winds on the geostrophi ow,estimated by Wunsh [1998℄ to 1 TW. Most of this large sale energy enters through theSouthern Oean and is the subjet of setion 4. We are here interested in how muh iseventually available for mixing and Wunsh and Ferrari [2004℄ argue that this potentialenergy is mainly lost through barolini instability resulting in mixing. The seond windinput term is the work on the ageostrophi ow, estimated to be about 3 TW [Wangand Huang , 2004a; Watanabe and Hibiya, 2002; Alford , 2003℄. The third and fourthterm are the work of the wind-stress on surfae waves. They represent by large the largestontribution, estimated byWang and Huang [2004b℄ to be 60 TW, most of whih is shownto enter the oean through the Antarti Cirumpolar Current. However, as pointed outby the authors, this does not mean that the latter term is the dominant energy input tothe large-sale oeani energy balane, sine a large fration is bound to be dissipated inthe surfae layer. All of the wind-energy input terms also ontribute indiretly to mixingthrough generation of internal waves, whih probably onstitute the bulk of bakgroundmixing. In total, a rough estimate is that about 1 TW of wind energy input is availablefor turbulent mixing.The energy input by tides in the oean is estimated to be about 3.5 TW, most of whihis thought to be dissipated on the ontinental shelves, but around 1 TW would be availablefor abyssal mixing through the generation of internal waves and turbulene [Munk andWunsh, 1998; Egbert and Ray , 2000℄. It needs to be stressed that energy pathways arenot known well enough and the above represents a very brief summary of the urrentunderstanding of the mehanial energy balane of the oean that is disussed in more
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 29detail in Wunsh and Ferrari [2004℄. Overall, a rude estimate is that winds and tidesprovide mixing energy with a rate of about 2 TW.[Position of table 1℄The largest part of this mixing energy is diretly dissipated through visous frition.Only a fration of this turbulent kineti energy prodution, determined by the mixingeÆieny , is onverted to potential energy and hene mixing. Osborn [1980℄ estimatedthe mixing eÆieny to be  = 0:2, pointing out that this value may depend stronglyon the mehanism ausing the turbulene. This value results in a very rough estimate of0.4 TW diretly available for diapynal mixing from winds and tides.The above disussion implies that if the oean's deep overturning irulation is to bedriven mainly by mixing, the amount of energy required for mixing, as estimated by Munkand Wunsh [1998℄ (see equation 31), is just about that whih is available. However, suhestimates and this onlusion rely on assumptions that need to be ritially assessed.Munk and Wunsh [1998℄'s numbers for the energies and di�usivities are based on theassumption that all estimated 30 Sv of the globally formed deep water (see se. 5) upwellin low latitudes aross strati�ation. All 0.4 TW of tidal and wind energy would need tobe onverted to a kind of mixing that allows deep waters to rise up to the surfae. Thisimplies that the energy supply has to at where strati�ation is high and not in an alreadymixed water olumn. Evaluating the driving fores for the AMOC requires assessing howmuh NADW atually upwells aross strati�ation or alternatively at a similar density asat whih it was formed (see setion 4).A further underlying assumption in Munk and Wunsh [1998℄'s estimates is that al-though mixing is loally enhaned at the oean boundaries, there exists a horizontal
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30 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICShomogenization of water masses, meaning the mixed water masses have to be exportedto the oean interior (see e.g. Garrett et al. [1993℄). This horizontal homogenizationis a prerequisite to applying the vertial advetion-di�usion balane to zonally averagedquantities [Caldwell and Moum, 1995℄. The question whether boundary mixing is vigorousenough and an work suh that it explains basin averaged di�usivities remains unresolved.Gade and Gustafsson [2004℄ have analyzed the oeani irulation's energy requirementsas well as the implied mass transport by assuming the oean irulation operates in losedyles in pressure-volume (PV) diagrams. These, they show, an be estimated from thedensity distribution, onsidering geothermal heating and diapynal mixing. Four types ofirulation patterns emerge, with di�erent deep water formation in the North Atlanti.The implied energy requirements depend on the details of the irulation pattern. Withthe estimate of 2 TW available Munk and Wunsh [1998℄, Gade and Gustafsson [2004℄estimate a very weak implied ow of a. 3 Sv. However, as the authors reognize, theirulation patterns onsidered were relatively simpli�ed, and more realisti ow patterns,with more than one deep water formation soure should be onsidered.There is an e�et that onsiderably redues the required amount of mixing. Hughes andGriÆths [2006℄ studied the e�et of entrainment in a oneptual model. Dense watersformed at the surfae ow down the ontinental slopes. On this way down they entrainthe surrounding waters with them. Consequently, these entrained waters need not upwellup to the surfae, but only to intermediate depths, and the amount of mixing to sustainan AMOC is muh less than the 2 TW estimated by Munk and Wunsh [1998℄.Another issue is the highly unertain value for the mixing eÆieny  = 0:2. Studiesfrom the main thermoline indiate a muh lower value of  = 0:05 [Caldwell and Moum,
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 311995℄. Reent estimates from a large observational database give  = 0:12 [Arneborg ,2002℄, whih would imply that an energy input of about 3.5 TW { instead of the 2 TWestimated above { is required to balane the upwelling. Peltier and Caul�eld [2003℄reently point out that the mixing eÆieny varies widely depending on the uid envi-ronment. Given this large unertainty it seems that with today's knowledge we annotreliably determine the turbulent mixing energy budget.3.3. Diapynal mixing in oean modelsModel studies are helpful to gain insight into how the spatial distribution of verti-al mixing in the oean inuenes the AMOC. Most oean models show that the deepoverturning irulation and heat transport are very sensitive to the employed diapynaldi�usivity oeÆient [Bryan, 1987; Zhang et al., 1999; Mignot et al., 2006℄. Given thelak of theories on how to parameterize small sale mixing in terms of large sale quan-tities, mixing oeÆients in oean models are often used as tuning parameters to ahievethe most realisti simulation regarding large-sale observable quantities (surfae urrents,traer onentrations and transports, et.). However, it has to be kept in mind that theemployed mixing might partly orret for model de�ienies, of whih many arise from theoarse horizontal and vertial resolution (for example, representation of Western Bound-ary urrents and deep water formation proesses), that have little to do with the physisof mixing or their parameterization. Moreover, mixing is not allowed to evolve with theoean irulation in a hanging limate.Commonly, uniform mixing oeÆients or an artangent vertial pro�le with interiormixing values of 0:3�10�4m2s�1 inreasing to 1:3�10�4m2s�1 at the oean bottom [Bryanand Lewis, 1979℄ are employed. Attempts to express mixing oeÆients in terms of modelD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



32 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSparameters inlude vertial di�usivity dependent on strati�ation [Cummins et al., 1990℄or related to the Rihardson number [Large et al., 1994℄.The inuene of mixing loation on meridional overturning in oean models was exam-ined by Marotzke [1997℄, who imposed mixing only at the boundaries, and by Sott andMarotzke [2002℄, who onentrated mixing entirely at high or low latitudes, in or belowthe thermoline or at the boundaries. Both studies onluded that boundary mixing ismore eÆient in driving a MOC than mixing in the interior. They relate the meridionaldensity di�erene in their one-hemisphere model to the east-west density di�erene in thewestern boundary urrent that determines the volume transport and onlude that inte-rior upwelling hinders the proesses leading to these east-west density di�erenes. Sottand Marotzke [2002℄ found that mixing at depths below the thermoline until lose tothe bottom is not required to generate a deep ow and has little e�et on the strengthof the irulation through the thermoline. Both studies employ a one hemisphere modelwithout wind foring and without bottom topography, whih poses a limitation to thevalidity of the results for more realisti global oean models.The e�ets of topographially enhaned mixing were investigated by Hasumi and Sug-inohara [1999℄. In a global oean model with realisti topography and wind foring,they inreased the di�usivity where sub-grid sale bottom roughness exeeded a ertainthreshold. Their simulations show that upwelling and irulation of the bottom to deepwater masses is a�eted by loalized deep mixing but that the maximum of the AMOCis insensitive to these hanges. In fat, a vigorous AMOC an exist even with a very lowbakground mixing oeÆient of only 0.1 �10�4m2s�1 [Montoya et al., 2005; Saenko andMerry�eld , 2005; Mignot et al., 2006; Hofmann and Morales-Maqueda, 2006℄.
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 33Modeling studies whih employ �xed mixing oeÆients disregard the amount of me-hanial energy required for the mixing. Huang [1999℄ onsidered �xed energy pro�lesfrom whih di�usivities are alulated in an idealized oean basin with only thermal for-ing. He observes a di�erent sensitivity of meridional mass and heat transport to themeridional temperature di�erene with presribed energies or presribed mixing oeÆ-ients. However, his parameterization is not onservative: a heat soure is introduedwhere strati�ation vanishes, whih makes it diÆult to interpret the results. In his tem-perature balane equation, the diapynal mixing term appears as �tTmixing = �z � e(z)g� �,with e(z) being the �xed external energy soure pro�le for mixing. If strati�ation goesto zero, so should e.Similarly,Nilsson and Walin [2001℄; Nilsson et al. [2003℄;Mohammad and Nilsson [2004℄analyze the behaviour of the AMOC that follows from a di�usivity parameterization�v / N�q, inserting di�erent values for q, representing the dependene of di�usivity onthe loal buoyany frequeny N = q�g � �z�=�0. They onlude that the AMOC mayintensify, rather than derease with inreased freshwater foring in the North Atlanti.The main de�ieny of these simulations is the fat that they were performed with a onehemispheri model suh that the entire overturning irulation had to be driven by mixing(see also se. 6.3).Simmons et al. [2004℄ used output from a global barotropi tidal model to onstrainvertial mixing in an OGCM, representing that part of tidal energy that leads to loaltopographially enhaned mixing. They added a onstant weak bakground di�usivityof 0.1 �10�4m2s�1 to the predited di�usivities in order to aount for other non-loalsoures of mixing. This bottom enhaned mixing improved the representation of deep
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34 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSwater mass properties. The strength of the AMOC was redued by 50% ompared toa simulation with uniform mixing with a oeÆient equal to the average of the non-uniform one. Their derease in AMOC maximum an be attributed to the low value of� = 0:1�10�4m2s�1 at thermoline depth ompared to 0:9�10�4m2s�1 for the uniformmixing ase. Montoya et al. [2005℄ found a realistially represented AMOC in a limatemodel of intermediate omplexity that ontains an OGCM, using the same low bakgrounddi�usivity and topographially enhaned mixing (see Fig. 3). Saenko and Merry�eld[2005℄ used the same parameterization for vertial di�usivity and spei�ally addressedthe role of the topographially enhaned mixing as ompared to a simulation with only abakground mixing of 0.1 �10�4m2s�1. Their simulations reveal a stagnant abyssal NorthPai� oean in the latter ase, whereas the deep strati�ation and irulation were morerealisti with bottom enhaned mixing even though the inow of abyssal waters into thePai� was still far below observational estimates. Interestingly, the AMOC was alreadyrealistially modelled in the low bakground mixing ase. These studies indiate that it isimportant to use nonuniform di�usion oeÆients based on energy onsiderations insteadof �xed onstant di�usivities in order to represent the driving mehanisms of the MOCin a more realisti way and onsistent with available energy.Although in the past deades spurious diapynal mixing, that may arise in numerialmodels (e.g. Veronis [1975℄), has been redued through the inorporation of isopynalmixing shemes [Redi , 1982; Gent and MWilliams, 1990℄, possibly the majority of theurrent oean models still overestimate the ontribution of diapynal mixing as a driver ofthe AMOC. Models mostly employ oeÆients in the interior oean muh larger than theobserved 0:1�10�4m2s�1, resulting in de�ient heat transport beause the temperature
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 35ontrast between old southward and warm northward ows is too weak. The oeÆientis sometimes inreased to obtain a more realisti present day model AMOC. Yet, a tooweak model overturning irulation is not neessarily aused by too weak diapynal mixingbut an be the result of erroneous surfae uxes, insuÆient representation of deep waterformation proesses, et.Oean models make use of omputational traer advetion shemes with impliit nu-merial di�usion. This additional di�usion is rarely onsidered. Yet, it an be of thesame order as the expliitly applied di�usivity [Gerdes et al., 1991; GriÆes et al., 2000;Hofmann and Morales-Maqueda, 2006℄ and limits the ability to test the model's behaviorin the limit of very low diapynal mixing [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1998℄.A further mehanism potentially important for mixing is double di�usion. On themoleular level, the di�usivities of heat and salt di�er by an order of magnitude drivingonvetive motions even in a stable strati�ation. There is evidene that these proessesplay a signi�ant role in turbulent mixing [Shmitt , 1994℄, whih led a number of authors toapply di�erent ratios of vertial turbulent di�usivities in oean models (Zhang et al. [1999℄and referenes therein). The overall impliations for the large-sale oean irulation arestill unlear, however double di�usion generally leads to a redution of the AMOC due tothe implied upgradient ux of buoyany.How important is mixing for the abyssal strati�ation of the water masses? Vallis [1999℄points out that the soure of strati�ation below the thermoline is not the downwarddi�usion of heat together with upward advetion but, rather, the presene of di�erentwater masses in the abyss. In a model without a irumpolar hannel, and startingfrom an oean with uniform density, low values of the vertial di�usivity resulted in a
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36 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSdeep oean with very weak strati�ation. As soon as an Antarti irumpolar hannel{ partially bloked by meridional topography { was added, the deep waters formed therespread equatorward and produed strati�ation. It is the basin-sale advetion that playsthe dominating role in setting up the strati�ation. In fat, also the struture and depthof the main thermoline an be quite well explained with ideal-uid thermoline theory,without diretly invoking vertial mixing [Luyten et al., 1983; Jenkins, 1980; Radko andMarshall , 2004℄.The study by Vallis [1999℄ highlights the importane of the model geometry wheninvestigating the role of mixing. Many of the studies mentioned above employed onehemisphere models with North Atlanti Deep Water formation and without an Antartiirumpolar hannel with all upwelling neessarily taking plae within the Atlanti oean.As will be disussed in setion 4, the wind-driven Antarti Cirumpolar Current (ACC) isanother, dynamially rather di�erent potential driver of the AMOC. In a one-hemispheremodel without wind foring, the only driving mehanism is diapynal di�usion and henethe respetive sensitivity of the AMOC might be inadequately represented. From oururrent understanding, the low observed interior mixing oeÆients are onsistent with thefat that no signi�ant upwelling of deep water masses up to the surfae has been observedso far at low latitudes (see setion 4). Furthermore, another observational onstraint isderived from the Sverdrup balane: �zw = �f v; (34)where w and v are vertial and meridional veloities, respetively, f is the Coriolis param-eter and � = �yf its meridional derivative. The Sverdrup balane implies that vertialdivergene of vertial motion (l.h.s.) will be assoiated with a meridional veloity (r.h.s.).D R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 37It also means that there an be no meridional ow in the oean interior in the abseneof a vertial veloity w, whih must ross the horizontal isopynals. However, apart fromwestern boundary urrents, a number of observations indiate predominantly zonal ows,whih are onsistent with loally enhaned mixing at depth [Hogg et al., 1996; Hogg andOwens, 1999; Webb and Suginohara, 2001b℄, but not with strong interior mixing.In summary, neither the observations of mixing and upwelling nor the inorporationof mixing into models have been adequately understood to date. The estimates of theindividual terms in the energy budget are fraught with large unertainties. For thesereasons it is still diÆult to quantify to what extent diapynal mixing drives the AMOC.4. WIND DRIVEN UPWELLING IN THE SOUTHERN OCEANThe alternative hypothesis to upwelling of deep water masses driven by diapynal mixingis wind-driven deep upwelling in the Southern Oean. If this mehanism dominates, thestrength of the AMOC is ontrolled by winds ating on the surfae of the SouthernOean. We now disuss this alternative view and its impliations in terms of the energyrequirements to drive the MOC.4.1. Where does deep upwelling take plae?Several lines of evidene question that deep upwelling ours in a broad, di�use manner[D�o�os and Coward , 1997; Webb and Suginohara, 2001b; Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993b℄.Rather, there is evidene for substantial upwelling of deep water masses ourring in theSouthern Oean. These �ndings basially stem from the distribution of pre-bomb radio-arbon [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993b℄, rates of biogeni silia prodution [Gnanadesikan
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38 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSand Toggweiler , 1999℄, and transet studies of other traers [Wunsh et al., 1983; Robbinsand Toole, 1997℄.Pre-bomb radioarbon data in the tropial Pai� Oean reveal an asymmetri distri-bution of the surfae �14C with respet to the equator [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993b℄,indiating that surfae water masses in the Northern Hemisphere must be younger thanthose in the Southern Hemisphere. Toggweiler and Samuels [1993b℄ onlude that in aseof a strong abyssal upwelling along the equatorial Pai� the �14C age distribution of seasurfae water masses would be symmetri.Although the relatively high biogeni silia export ux ourring in the eastern equato-rial Pai� (7-10 Tmol/yr, Gnanadesikan and Toggweiler [1999℄) ould indiate a strongupwelling of nutrient rih water masses in that region, Toggweiler et al. [1991℄ argue thatthese water masses need not neessarily originate from an abyssal soure, sine lower layersof the equatorial underurrent ould feed the eastern equatorial Pai� upwelling system.The few available high-resolution simulations indiate substantial upwelling of deepwater masses in the Southern Oean south of the ACC, in the latitude band of DrakePassage (D�o�os and Coward [1997℄, see Fig. 5). Observational evidene supporting thisonlusion omes again from pre-bomb radioarbon data. Newly formed NADW in theNordi and Labrador Seas has �14C values of about -70 o=oo [Broeker and Peng , 1982℄.On its way towards the south �14C dereases ontinuously due to radioative deay of14C atoms and reahes values of about -160 o=oo when it enters the ACC (see Fig. 6for details). Sparse pre-bomb �14C samples from the sea surfae in the Weddell- andRoss Sea reveal similarly low values of about -150 o=oo [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993b℄,indiating a strong upwelling of deep water masses.
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 39[Position of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6℄4.2. The Drake Passage e�etIn ontrast to the rest of the oean, where wind-driven upwelling is on�ned to theupper oean, surfae winds in the Southern Oean apparently drive upwelling of deepwater [Rintoul et al., 2001; Gnanadesikan and Hallberg , 2002℄. What is speial about thisregion of the globe?The latitude band of Drake Passage, between South Ameria and Antartia, exhibitstopographi harateristis unique on Earth. Exept for the Arti Oean, it is the onlyoeani band whih irles the Earth without enountering meridional topographi bar-riers, down to a depth of about 2500 m. Below this depth, the shallowest topographifeatures found are the Kerguelen Plateau in the Indian Oean part of the Southern Oeanand the Sotia Ar in the viinity of the Drake Passage. The pro�le of this \Drake passageband" is marked as a dashed line in Fig. 2. This feature results in a partiular dynamionstraint, the so-alled Drake Passage e�et [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995℄: due tothe lak of meridional topographi barriers, the zonally averaged zonal pressure gradientmust be zero in this latitude band down to the depths of the shallowest sills. Hene nonet meridional geostrophi ow an be sustained at these latitudes and depths, and thezonally integrated geostrophi veloity has to vanish, i.e.:I fvgdx = 1� I pxdx = 0; (35)where the line integral represents any losed ontour within the latitudes the Drake Pas-sage (a. 56{63Æ S) and between the oean's surfae and the shallowest point at thislatitude. Thus only ageostrophi meridional ows an be sustained. Suh ows may beD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



40 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSdiretly fored by the wind. Surfae winds over the Southern Oean are mainly westerly,driving a northward Ekman transport in the oean's surfae layers of about 30 Sv. Themaximum zonal westerly wind-stress ours roughly at 50ÆS. Hene, south of this areasurfae divergene leads to upwelling (the Ekman veloity being wE = (r � �f )=�0 > 0,with the wind stress � ), while north of it there is surfae onvergene.Toggweiler and Samuels [1993b, 1995, 1998℄ suggested that the Drake Passage e�et hasfundamental impliations for the meridional overturning irulation. The basi idea is thatat the latitudes of Drake Passage the return ow of the northward Ekman ow driven bySouthern Oean westerly winds must take plae below the depth of the shallowest sill. Intheir view, given that at these latitudes the densities of the surfae northward and deepsouthward water masses are very di�erent, the only plae where these an be onnetedis the North Atlanti. NADW is hene viewed simply as the losing, sinking branh of aloop driven by Southern Oean westerlies in whih surfae waters are pushed northwardsby Ekman drift, whih, due to the Drake Passage e�et, fores deep waters to upwell.The weak strati�ation in the North Atlanti favours that deep waters are formed there,through buoyany loss at the surfae and subsequent sinking. North Atlanti outowwaters are thus nothing but the deep return ow of the surfae Ekman transports fromthe Southern Oean.Consequently, the intensity of the inow and outow from the Atlanti basin, i.e. thestrength of the AMOC, should be largely determined by the strength of the SouthernOean zonal wind-stress omponent. Strengthening the westerly winds in the SouthernOean should result in enhaned Atlanti overturning irulation via enhaned northwardEkman transport. This hypothesis has been tested with an OGCM, whih shows, indeed,
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 41a large sensitivity of NADW and its outow at 30ÆS to the zonal omponent of the wind-stress in the Southern Oean [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993a, 1995℄. Nevertheless, this�nding has been questioned on the basis that the large sensitivity results from using restor-ing surfae boundary onditions that impede North Atlanti temperatures to respond tooean irulation hanges: a model whih took into aount, albeit in a simpli�ed way,the negative temperature feedbak of the AMOC, shows muh smaller sensitivity of theNADW outow to hanges in the Southern Oean winds [Rahmstorf and England , 1997℄.Moreover, aording to Toggweiler and Samuels [1993b, 1995℄, due to the Drake Passagee�et, the northward Ekman ow must return south via the North Atlanti and belowthe depth of the shallowest sills. However, observations [Shmitz , 1995, 1996℄ indiatethat the northward ow at about 40ÆS is in fat muh smaller than the Ekman transport,whih implies that a substantial part of the return ow takes plae at shallow depths,i.e., above topography. In aordane with this, inverse model results [Sloyan and Rin-toul , 2001b℄, and high-resolution oean models [Killworth and Nanneh, 1994; Hallberg andGnanadesikan, 2006℄ indiate onsiderable poleward transport at layers above topogra-phy. Rintoul et al. [2001℄ and Gnanadesikan and Hallberg [2002℄ desribe how this an beahieved. As portraited by the meridional overturning streamfuntion (Fig. 7), in oeanmodels a substantial amount of the southwards Ekman return ow takes plae within theSouthern Oean in the so-alled Deaon ell. A very important property of this ell, asindiated by results from high resolution models, is that it is assoiated with very littledensity hanges [D�o�os and Webb, 1994℄. This implies that if plotted in neutral (density)oordinates the Deaon ell vanishes, while showing up in height oordinates. If the south-ward return ow ours above topography at the same density as the Ekman ow (Rintoul
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42 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSet al. [2001℄'s ase I), there will be no overturning ell in density oordinates. The densitylayers below will also ontain similar ows; water partiles would desribe ells in a givenisopynal layer suh that ows in opposite sense of two adjaent density layers anel(Fig. 8). In height oordinates the net ow at all intermediate depths anels, exept atthe very surfae and below topography. It an be shown that this ase is assoiated withthe existene of eddies, either stationary or transient [Rintoul et al., 2001℄. Thus, a sub-stantial amount of the northward Ekman transport reirulates bak southward, and theupwelling an take plae above topography due to the presene of eddies. [Positionof Fig. 7 and Fig. 8℄ Hallberg and Gnanadesikan [2006℄ have reently shown thatthe struture of the overturning ells in the Southern Oean varies onsiderably with themodel's resolution. Basially, the surfae poleward transport inreases onsiderably, andextends further southward, with higher resolution. Furthermore, they have also shownthat the sensitivity of the AMOC to wind-stress hanges markedly with the oean modelresolution. In oarse-resolution models, hanges in the Ekman transport produe ompa-rable hanges in the overturning, with a large fration of the enhaned Ekman transportsupplied by deep upwelling. The eddy kineti energy responds linearly to hanges in thewind-stress, so that for higher resolutions a large fration of the Ekman transport hangesare ompensated by the eddy-indued transport, drawing from lighter waters than doesthe mean overturning. These results, together with those pointed out in the previousparagraph, thus suggest that the sensitivity to the Southern Oean winds might dependon the model employed, in partiular its resolution, bakground limate and feedbakstrength and that, even in the ase in whih most of the upwelling of NADW takes plae
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 43in the Southern Oean, the Drake Passage e�et might not neessarily result in suh astrong link between Southern Oean westerly winds and NADW.Finally, as long as the surfae westerly winds over the Southern Oean are present in asimilar way to today's there will indeed be a northward Ekman transport of 30 Sv. How-ever, even in the extreme ase in whih all this ow were assoiated with deep upwellingand a net return ow originating from below the depth of a. 2000 m (Rintoul et al.[2001℄'s ase II), this does not neessarily imply the existene of an AMOC suh as thepresent one, with deep water formation in the North Atlanti. Climate models suggestthe existene of two stable equilibria of the AMOC through the positive salinity adve-tion feedbak (see se. 6.2 and Manabe and Stou�er [1988℄; Rahmstorf [1996℄; Rahmstorfet al. [2005℄), one with strong downwelling in the North Atlanti and one without. It isthus the possibility of having loalized downwelling in the North Atlanti that determinesthe spei� shape of the overturning ell (se. 5). Although from Sandstr�om's theorem(se. 2) it is lear that surfae buoyany uxes do not drive the deep overturning ir-ulation, through their inuene on deep water formation they play a entral role in theamount of volume transported by the overturning irulation, as well as its shape. Thusthey should be onsidered as neessary for the existene of a deep AMOC [Huang , 2004℄.4.3. Winds: energy requirements, soures, and pathwaysThe senario in whih most of the deep waters upwell through wind-driven upwellingin the Southern Oean implies that the dominant energy input driving the AMOC is thediret large-sale kineti energy input through the winds to the large-sale irulation. Asmentioned in setion 3, one of the �rst estimates of mehani energy input by the surfae-winds to the oean irulation was that by Luek and Reid [1984℄, who estimated 7-36 TW.D R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



44 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSIt has been assumed that most of this energy probably remains in the surfae, leading toturbulent mixing and surfae gravity waves, and that only a very small fration goes to thelarge-sale oean irulation (Wunsh and Ferrari [2004℄ and referenes therein). Wangand Huang [2004a℄ have reently onsidered the work done by the large-sale, quasi-steadysurfae urrents. As desribed in setion 3, splitting the horizontal surfae veloity intoits geostrophi and ageostrophi omponents we have (see se. 3.2):W lswind = � � uo;g + � � uo;a; (36)where for simpliity we have dropped the overbar in all quantities, whih refer to large-sale long-term averages. The �rst term on the r.h.s. represents the work done by thesurfae winds on the geostrophi ow. Fofono� [1981℄ and Oort et al. [1994℄ estimated thisontribution in about 2 TW;Wunsh [1998℄ however estimated only 1 TW and showed thelargest inputs take plae in the Southern Oean and northern western boundary urrentregions (Gulf Stream, North Atlanti and Kuroshio urrents). The seond one is thework on the ageostrophi ow, estimated as about 3 TW, resulting from about 2.4 TWfrom sub-inertial periods [Wang and Huang , 2004a℄ and 0.5-0.7 TW from inertial periods[Watanabe and Hibiya, 2002; Alford , 2003℄. The largest inputs are found as well in theSouthern Oean. Wang and Huang [2004a℄ indiate that part of the energy from sub-inertial periods ontributes to sustain mixing and turbulene below the Ekman layer, butmost is likely to ontribute to mixing and turbulene within the Ekman layer, maintainingthe strati�ation of the upper oean.The input of mehani energy by the winds on the general irulation is thus essentiallythe work done by the wind-stress on the geostrophi ow, i.e., the �rst term of the r.h.s inequation (36), whih atually fores the interior irulation indiretly through the EkmanD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 45layer [Fofono� , 1981; Wang and Huang , 2004a℄. This an be seen by onsidering thekineti energy balane for the Ekman layer [Wang and Huang , 2004a℄:Et = W ls;ewind � P �D; (37)where E is the total kineti energy of the Ekman layer, W ls;ewind is the rate of wind energyinput in the Ekman layer, given byW ls;ewind = � � uo;g + � � uo;e; (38)where uo;e is the surfae Ekman ow, P is the pressure work by the urrent integrated overthe Ekman layer and D is the dissipation rate. As shown by Wang and Huang [2004a℄,beause the geostrophi ow is normal to the pressure gradient the surfae pressure workwithin the Ekman layer is simply rps � ue, where ps and ue are the surfae pressure andthe Ekman veloity, respetively. Integrating over the Ekman layer, assuming onstantpressure gradients, and taking into aount the expression for the geostrophi ow wehave: P =rps �Ue = � � uo;g; (39)where Ue is the Ekman veloity integrated over the Ekman layer. Thus, the surfaepressure work integrated over the Ekman layer is equal to the work done by the wind-stress on the geostrophi ow [Gill et al., 1974; Wang and Huang , 2004a; Gnanadesikanet al., 2005℄. Inserting (38) and (39) into (37) the kineti energy balane is simply:Et = � � uo;e �D: (40)Wind-stress energy input into the ageostrophi urrent is thus used to maintain the Ekmanspiral against dissipation in the Ekman layer [Wang and Huang , 2004a℄. Wind-stressD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



46 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSwork on the surfae geostrophi urrents is onverted to pressure work by the urrentover the Ekman layer, whih is related to the GPE energy generated by Ekman pumping:divergene of the Ekman layer generates vertial veloities (Ekman pumping or sution,inluding oastal upwelling) whih perform work against the hydrostati pressure �eld,ontributing to generation of GPE in the oean. Thus, the work done by the wind on thegeostrophi ow is onverted into large-sale kineti energy whih is then transferred intolarge-sale GPE [Gill et al., 1974; Wunsh, 1998; Wang and Huang , 2004a; Wunsh andFerrari , 2004; Huang et al., 2006℄.As shown by Toggweiler and Samuels [1998℄, there are two regions of net kineti toGPE onversion. The �rst one are indeed the subtropial gyres, due to Ekman pumpingof light surfae waters. Gnanadesikan et al. [2005℄ indiates this is the dominant drivingterm in realisti GCMs. Yet, Toggweiler and Samuels [1998℄ point out GPE generationin this region almost anels out with its draw-down through equatorial upwelling. Theseond region is the Southern Oean, where surfae divergene leads to the upwelling ofdeep, dense waters. Ivhenko et al. [1997℄ also report upwelling is an important soureof GPE in the FRAM model, and that in high-resolution OGCMs there is always a netonversion of kineti energy to GPE.This is quite a di�erent situation from the lassial upwelling-di�usive balane, in whihturbulent kineti energy is onverted to GPE of the large-sale whih is then onvertedinto kineti energy of the large-sale and eventually dissipated through frition. Munk andWunsh [1998℄, Wunsh [1998℄ and Wunsh and Ferrari [2004℄ assume the wind energyinput to the oean general irulation ontributes to the global MOC through abyssalmixing, up to a total of about 2 TW required if most of the deep water upwells at low
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 47latitudes (setion 3). However, muh less mixing would be required if all or most upwellingwere wind-driven in the Southern Oean: virtually only that neessary to mix AABW.Dissipation would be balaned by the work done by winds on the large-sale irulation.In this ase, the sinking and upwelling water masses would have very similar densities;in the limit of no vertial mixing, the seond term on the l.h.s in equation (26) vanishes,and < wb >= 0. The onversion of deep dense to surfae light waters would take plaeat the surfae of the Southern Oean (Fig. 9, ase 2). This was indiated by Webband Suginohara [2001a, b℄, who revisited the energy requirements to sustain deep waterformation, taking into aount the density struture in the Southern Oean and the fatthat most deep water apparently upwells there. They argue that the total of 25-30 Sv ofdeep plus bottom waters whih, as Munk [1966℄ and Munk and Wunsh [1998℄ assumed,must upwell to the surfae, are an overestimate. This would mean that the estimate ofabout 2 TW required to sustain mixing is too high. The point of Webb and Suginohara[2001a, b℄ is that not all 30 Sv need to upwell through mixing to the surfae. Theyonsider separately the two MOC ells, the AABW ell and the NADW ell (see Fig. 11and Fig. 12). AABW must be raised by mixing to the NADW level. Beyond that, asdisussed previously, deep water is brought to the surfae by wind-driven upwelling. Inthe NADW ell, 9-12 Sv of deep water upwell in the Southern Oean to the surfae viaEkman sution. The rest, about 5-8 Sv, is upwelled by mixing. For this latter mixing,Webb and Suginohara [2001a℄ estimate that an energy ux of 0.6 TW is required. Evenif the mixing energy for the AABW onversion is added, the total mixing energy requiredis likely to stay below the �2 TW that are available (f. se. 3). An inverse analysis ofhydrographi setions in the Southern Oean [Sloyan and Rintoul , 2001a℄ as well as an
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48 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSanalysis of the surfae uxes [Speer et al., 2000℄ lead to the same onlusion that bothdiapynal mixing and wind-driven upwelling are driving the AMOC. The energy budgetis losed by inluding the required energy input for wind-driven upwelling.[Position of Fig. 9℄5. THE ROLE OF DEEP WATER FORMATIONAt its surfae the oean exhanges heat, freshwater, and momentum with the atmo-sphere. Having disussed the role of energy and momentum uxes for the large-saleirulation in the previous setions, we now onentrate on the heat (latent, sensible,and radiative) and freshwater (evaporation, preipitation, runo�, sea ie, and glaier meltwater) uxes that are subsumed as buoyany uxes. From Sandstr�om's theorem (se. 2)it is evident that surfae buoyany uxes annot provide the energy that is neessary todrive the AMOC. However, they are essential for deep water formation, i.e. the onversionof surfae water masses to deep waters by raising their density through ooling and/orinreasing salinity. The dense deep and bottom water masses in the oeans are formedin the regions of very high surfae density. In other words, the surfae buoyany uxesontribute to setting the properties of the deep water masses. While the driving proessesset the rate of upwelling of a steady-state MOC, this does not have to result in an inter-hemispheri overturning irulation in the sense disussed so far in this review. It is theDWF proesses that set the interhemispheri shape and the strength of the overturningell. As mentioned in se. 4.2, surfae buoyany uxes should be onsidered as neessaryfor the existene of a deep MOC in the Atlanti [Huang , 2004℄. Thus they also stronglydetermine hanges in the NADW ell of the AMOC, e.g. during the last glaial period(se.6.1) or, possibly, in the next deades and enturies (se. 6.4).D R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 495.1. Deep water formation in the North AtlantiIn the North Atlanti there are several proesses that lead to DWF. Open-oean deeponvetion and other turbulent vertial mixing proesses go along with the atual heatloss to the atmosphere. Salt input ours when sea-ie freezes beause strongly salinewater (brine) is released during this proess. Sill overows, entrainment and sinking inthe boundary urrents are assoiated with the atual downward motion.Open-oean deep onvetion is observed in the Labrador Sea and less frequently in theGreenland Sea [Marshall and Shott , 1999℄. It an reah depths of 2000 m in the LabradorSea and 3000 m in the Greenland Sea. A deep onvetion event starts with preondition-ing. Cyloni wind foring pushes the surfae waters away from the entral Labrador Seatowards the oasts, and similarly in the Greenland Sea. This surfae divergene leads toupwelling of denser deep waters, whih an be seen in transets as a doming of the isopy-nals [Lilly et al., 1999℄. Together with buoyany loss to the atmosphere, this weakensthe vertial density gradient. The atual onvetion event is initiated when an individualweather system results in a strong loal heat loss and removes the remaining weak densitystrati�ation in the oean. The onsequene is a vigorous vertial mixing, with old sur-fae waters sinking and warmer deep waters rising. Suh an open-oean onvetion eventoupies and area of about 50 km diameter and lasts for only a few days. In the GreenlandSea, brine rejetion from sea-ie formation additionally inreases the surfae layer density.Open-oean onvetion also ours in the Irminger Sea. Yet it is not established so farwhether this plays a role for the AMOC [Baon et al., 2003; Pikart et al., 2003℄.The net downward motion of waters during a onvetive event is negligible. Afteronvetion, eddies mix the old and dense waters in the enter of the onvetion area
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50 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSwith waters in the boundary urrents. It is still an open question where exatly the post-onvetion sinking ours. Reent modeling studies [Spall , 2004; Straneo, 2006℄ suggestthat the sinking mainly ours at the lateral boundaries of the Labrador and GreenlandSeas. Other studies suggest that there is an eddy-indued overturning with sinking in theonvetion region [Khatiwala et al., 2002℄.While deep onvetion down to about 2000 m is neessary for deep water formationin the Labrador Sea, the situation in the Nordi Seas is di�erent. Any deep water massirulating from the Nordi Seas into the North Atlanti has to ow over one of the twosills of the Greenland-Ieland-Sotland ridge (roughly skethed in Fig. 2). Their depthsare 630 m in the Denmark Strait and 840 m in the Faroe Bank Channel. Hene, deep-water formation down to these depths is suÆient for the neessary buoyany loss to reatethe overow waters that are involved in the AMOC [Meinke et al., 1997℄. It is observedthat these intermediate depths are ventilated regularly by widespread, winter-time mixed-layer deepening [Watson et al., 1999℄. Experiments indiate that year-round turbulentmixing in the upper �1000 m is rather strong [Garabato et al., 2004a℄. These proesses areassoiated with strong heat loss of mid-depth Atlanti waters. Other relevant proessesfor DWF are horizontal eddy mixing whih dilutes the Atlanti Water on its way north,and shelf onvetion initiated by brine release. The freshwater budget of the Nordi Seasis determined by exhanges with the Arti Oean (see e.g. Weaver et al. [1999℄; Fureviket al. [2006℄).Assessing the rates of deep and bottom water formation is a hallenging task. Owingto the fat that the very slow vertial motion of water masses assoiated with the AMOCeludes detetion even by using modern urrent meters, there is no diret way to quantify
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 51the amount of water downwelling at high latitudes. Data on transient traers suh astritium (3H), hlorouoroarbons (CFCs) and others from worldwide oean surveys (e.g.GEOSECS, TTO, WOCE) allow an indiret estimate of NADW formation rate of about15 � 2 Sv [Broeker and Peng , 1982; Ganahaud and Wunsh, 2000℄; Talley et al. [2003℄estimate 18 � 5 Sv from hydrographi data.The ontributions of the di�erent DWF sites to the total amount of NADW formationare omparable. Estimates of the formation rates are based on diret measurement of theoverow urrents [Dikson and Brown, 1994℄ and on inferene from traer distributions[Lab Sea Group, 1998; Smethie Jr. and Fine, 2001; Khatiwala et al., 2002℄; their error isabout 30%:� Overow over the Greenland-Ieland sill in Denmark Strait: 2.4{2.9 Sv.� Overow over the Ieland-Sotland sill: 2.4{2.7 Sv.� DWF in the Labrador Sea: 2{4 Sv.To obtain the 15{18 Sv of southward NADW volume transport, further proesses haveto be taken into aount. Notably, entrainment of waters along the urrents' paths addsonsiderable volume to the sill overows.5.2. Deep water formation in the Southern OeanIn ontradistintion to the strong onvetion sites in the open northern Atlanti, thedeep water in the Southern Oean is formed mainly along the ontinental slope of Antar-tia. During the winter in the Southern Hemisphere, large amounts of sea ie are formedaround Antartia. Due to the rejetion of brine, they leave behind dense water massesnear the surfae. Large ie-free pathes in the sea-ie over, alled polynyas, play a entralrole in this proess, also beause of strong heat loss [Maqueda et al., 2004℄. The buoyanyD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



52 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSloss makes the waters sink to the bottom of the ontinental shelf. If its amount is largeenough it reahes the shelf break and ows down the ontinental slope. During this pro-ess its volume is inreased signi�antly by entrainment of less dense waters and bottomwater is formed [Baines and Condie, 1998℄. Spei� details of the bottom topographywith small spatial strutures (order of 10 km), suh as submarine anyons, are entral tothese proesses, beause they determine the degree of entrainment of water masses thatis possible due to the roughness of the topography. Therefore quantitative estimates ofthe amount of deep water formed in the Southern Oean are diÆult to obtain. However,they are ruial for global budgets of the vertial mass transport whih lead to global esti-mates of the required energy that sustains the global overturning irulation. Interationsbetween AABW and NADW are addressed in se. 6.3.Assessments of the AABW formation rate based on the distribution of �14C and PO�4give values omparable with those in the Northern Hemisphere. PO�4 onentrations,lowest in the North Atlanti (of about 0.75 �mol/l) and highest in the Southern Oean(of about 1.95 �mol/l) show a relatively uniform distribution within the deep Pai�and Indian oean with values of about 1.3 �mol/l. Assuming northern and southernwater masses to be equally well mixed in these oean basins, Broeker and Peng [1982℄found a formation rate of southern deep and bottom water of about 15 Sv. More reentCFC data analyses, however, ontradit these results. Orsi et al. [1999℄ found that onlyabout 5 Sv of AABW forms all along Antartia. To reonile these di�erent assessments,Broeker et al. [1999℄ assumed the AABW formation rate to be highly variable duringthe last 1000 years. They speulate that AABW formation ould have been muh higherduring the Little Ie Age (about 16th-19th entury) than today. Orsi et al. [1999℄ and
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 53Ganahaud and Wunsh [2000℄ argue that values derived from CFC and PO�4 are notoniting beause they refer to di�erent density lasses of water masses. Whereas thePO�4 based value of 15 Sv is assoiated with the formation of water masses rossing then =28.11 isoline below 1500m, the value of 5 Sv, derived from CFC data, is assoiatedwith prodution of waters reently exposed to the atmosphere. Entrainment of NADWinto the relatively freshly formed Antarti deep and bottom water oming from the seasurfae ould explain the steady inrease in the formation rate towards greater depth. Asa onsequene, they argue that there is no neessity for the entire amount of 15 Sv ofAABW to upwell to the sea surfae. This �nding is in line with new assessments of theglobal amount of upwelling deep water masses. Earlier studies [Munk and Wunsh, 1998℄assumed 30 Sv of global deep water formation, about 15 Sv eah from the northern NorthAtlanti and the Southern Oean. More reently, Webb and Suginohara [2001b℄ proposeda maximum amount of 20 Sv whih have to reah the sea surfae, as disussed in se. 4.6. STABILITY OF THE AMOC6.1. Past AMOC shiftsAnalysis of sediment ores and orals provides a wealth of information on past oeanirulation, and shows that it has undergone major hanges during the past 120,000 years(reviewed by Rahmstorf [2002℄). Time slie ompilations suggest that at di�erent times,three distint irulation modes have prevailed in the Atlanti (Sarnthein et al., 1994).These have been labeled the stadial mode, interstadial mode and Heinrih mode, basedon their ourrene during stadial (old) and interstadial (warm) phases of glaial limateand during Heinrih events (see below). In the interstadial mode North Atlanti DeepWater (NADW) formed in the Nordi Seas, in the stadial mode it formed in the subpolarD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



54 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSopen North Atlanti (i.e. south of Ieland) and in the Heinrih mode NADW formation allbut eased and waters of Antarti origin �lled the deep Atlanti basin. This grouping ofthe data in three distint modes is a somewhat subjetive interpretation; the data howeverstrongly suggest that latitude shifts of onvetion (between the Nordi Seas and the regionsouth of Ieland) have ourred (e.g. Alley and Clark [1999℄), and that at ertain timesNADW formation was interrupted [Keigwin et al., 1994℄. There is also solid evidene nowfor a link between these oean irulation hanges and abrupt hanges in surfae limate(see Clark et al. [2002℄).The most dramati abrupt limate hanges are the Dansgaard-Oeshger (DO) warmevents, with a warming that an exeed 10ÆC within a deade or so (Severinghaus etal., 2003). Proxy data show that the South Atlanti ooled when the north warmed[Voelker and workshop partiipants, 2002℄, whih is indiative of an oean heat transporthange, and that salinity in the Irminger Sea inreased strongly (v. Kreveld et al., 2000),indiative of saline Atlanti waters advaning northward.Another type of abrupt hanges are the Heinrih events; sediment data indiate a largedisharge of ie-bergs into the northern Atlanti [Heinrih, 1988℄ and a shut-down ofNorth Atlanti deep water formation [Keigwin et al., 1994℄. These events are thought tohave been aused by ie-sheet instability; the ieberg disharge would then have provideda large freshwater foring to the Atlanti (of the order of 0.1 Sv, Hemming [2004℄). Thisis an important di�erene to the DO events, for whih no large foring of the oean isknown.
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 55At the end of the last glaial, as the limate warmed and ie sheets melted, the oeanirulation went through a number of osillations that may be explained by melt-waterinput, i.e. the Younger Dryas and the 8.2k old event.Many aspets of these abrupt events found in proxy data have been reprodued inmodel simulations. Large freshwater input, suh as that assoiated with Heinrih events,has been shown in many models to shut down NADW formation (e.g. Shiller et al. [1997℄).While the earlier attempts to simulate abrupt events were based on present-day limatestates in models, more reently glaial limate states have beome available as a basisfor simulations of abrupt oean irulation hange [Ganopolski and Rahmstorf , 2001b℄.Latitude shifts in onvetion an be triggered by small foring if the oean irulation islose to a threshold; the resulting limate hange patterns resemble DO events [Ganopolskiand Rahmstorf , 2001a℄. Suh onvetion shifts ould be timed by solar variability [Braunet al., 2005℄. The limate response to freshwater input of the 8.2k event has also beensimulated with enouraging results in a number of models (e.g. Bauer et al. [2004℄).The variability of the thermohaline oean irulation during the Holoene after the 8.2kevent is disussed in Keigwin and Boyle [2000℄. Variations are learly muh smaller thanduring glaial times, and the evidene for them is still ontroversial and not very strong.An important question here is whether ooling during the "Little Ie Age" (�1500-1900AD) is related to THC hanges, but this question remains unresolved.6.2. Freshwater uxes and bistabilityThe surfae uxes of freshwater give rise to two thermohaline feedbaks. The �rst oneis the \positive salt advetion feedbak": the AMOC's NADW ell transports salt north-wards, whih maintains the waters' relatively high salinity in the DWF regions in spite ofD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



56 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSthe freshwater input in the northern mid-latitudes. Due to the higher density this fosterssinking. Thus there is a positive advetive feedbak: an ongoing irulation keeps up thedeep-water formation, and onversely with a halted NADW formation there is no north-ward salt transport and hene DWF is suppressed. This advetive feedbak was desribed�rst by Stommel [1961℄ in a simple two-box model. It gives rise to a parabola-shaped sta-bility diagram that shows a bistability of the overturning with respet to the atmospherifreshwater transport (see Fig. 10): for a �xed freshwater ux, there is one stable statewith and one stable state without an overturning irulation. A great number of studieshave followed Stommel's pioneer work; we mention here, in an exemplary manner, somestudying this or similar box models [Rooth, 1982; Lohmann and Shneider , 1999; Mona-han, 2002℄ and some applying it to three-dimensional oean and limate models [Bryan,1986; Marotzke and Willebrand , 1991; Tziperman et al., 1994; Rahmstorf , 1995a, 1996℄.Overviews of this vast �eld are found in Weaver and Hughes [1992℄ and Rahmstorf et al.[1999℄.[Position of Fig. 10℄While the basin-size density gradients (see se. 6.3) determine the advetive feedbak,a seond, \onvetive" feedbak onerns one spei� deep-water formation site. Thereis a net freshwater input at the DWF sites in the North Atlanti. As long as onvetionhappens regularly, the inowing freshwater beomes denser by mixing with the deep salinewaters. This keeps the surfae density high and thus fosters onvetion to our in thefollowing winter. However, one onvetion has not ourred for a ouple of years, dueto e.g. variability in the surfae uxes, then the freshwater aumulates at the onvetionsite. This dereases the surfae density, and inhibits further onvetion events. In this
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 57way, onvetion sites may be swithed o�. The positive onvetive feedbak was desribedin a two-box model by Welander [1982℄; many studies sine have used it for the analy-sis of three-dimensional oean models [Lenderink and Haarsma, 1994, 1996; Rahmstorf ,1994, 1995b; Piere et al., 1995℄ as well of observed data [Kuhlbrodt et al., 2001℄.Both the advetive and the onvetive feedbak imply a possible bistability { underonstant boundary onditions, there an be an \on" and an \o�" state. Stommel's modelfor the large-sale MOC assumes that the boxes in his model are always well-mixed, sosurfae buoyany uxes diretly a�et the deep ow. We need to reonsider Stommel'sbistability if wind-driven upwelling (setion 4) plays a major role in driving the MOC.6.3. The role of the drivers for the stability of the AMOCHow do the stability properties of the AMOC hange in dependene on the drivingmehanism? How independent of the driving mehanism is the role of deep water for-mation? We onsider here the insight provided by simple oneptual models based onan equation system that is analytially solvable and yet is thought to apture the mainphysis of the real system. Most of them onsider a volume ux 	 of the AMOC's NADWell:
	 / D�� (41)where �� is a meridional density di�erene and D the pynoline depth or sale of thevertial ow. One of the �rst of suh oneptual models is the one devised by Stommel[1961℄, onsisting of a high- and a low-latitude box whose density di�erene determinesthe volume ux of the NADW ell. This model does not onsider the energetis of theow. Rather, the AMOC is simply assumed to be proportional to the meridional densityD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



58 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSdi�erene between the boxes, whih is determined by the surfae heat and freshwateruxes and the ow itself.By ontrast, following theories for the struture of the thermoline, Bryan and Cox[1967℄ derived a saling for the meridional irulation based on geostrophy and onadvetive-di�usive heat balane leading to a non-linear saling with the meridional den-sity di�erene. Their derivation implies that the vertial sale for the meridional ow, thedepth of the pynoline, is not �xed as in the Stommel [1961℄ framework and the drivingof the AMOC in the form of diapynal mixing is expliitly spei�ed. An equation for thezonal veloity u follows from thermal wind balane:f�zu = g�0�y� : (42)Inserting typial sales for the pynoline depth D and the meridional extent Ly of theow, and with �� being the imposed meridional density di�erene, one obtains for thezonal ows: U = gf�0 ��Ly D : (43)At the base of the thermoline, the advetion-di�usion balane equation 28 is assumedto hold for the density. The assumption behind the pynoline saling without wind isthat hanges in vertial di�usivity only hange the depth of the pynoline but not thedensity di�erene [Robinson and Stommel , 1959℄. Inserting typial sales into equation28 provides D = �vW : (44)
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 59The relation between meridional and vertial ow is governed by vortiity dynamis,expressed through the Sverdrup balane:�v = f�zw ; V = f� WD : (45)It is assumed that the zonal ow sales like the meridional ow, suh that ULyD = V LxD.Combining equations 43, 44 and 45 gives an expression for the meridional overturning:	 = V LxD =  gfL2x�0�2 !1=3 �2=3��1=3 : (46)The meridional volume transport is proportional to ��1=3 and it sales like �2=3v . Hene,this derivation is di�erent from the saling in the Stommel box model with a onstantpynoline depth.It is important to note that the saling 	 / �� is the result of multiple assumptions.One main assumption is that the pynoline depth D is determined from advetive di�u-sive balane and is also the sale for the volume transport. But, in the presene of windforing, Ekman pumping reates a \bowl shaped" struture of the pynoline as onsis-tent with the theories of the ventilated thermoline, and not of vertial mixing. Reently,Marshall et al. [2002℄ and Radko and Marshall [2004℄ suggested that lateral eddy uxesrather than the small sale mixing at the base of the thermoline are key to maintain-ing the struture of the pynoline and balane the downward transport of heat throughEkman pumping.Apart from that, Rahmstorf [1996℄ noted that noted that D being independent of theNADW ow rate would be onsistent with NADW not upwelling within the Atlanti. Heobtains a linear relation of the Atlanti overturning with an interhemispheri meridionaldensity di�erene in a global OGCM. Also, his hysteresis urves from the OGCM followD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



60 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSlosely that of an interhemispheri box model related to the Stommel box model, usinga linear saling with the density di�erene. In this model it does not matter by whatmehanism the water upwells (this being outside the model domain), and the hysteresisbehaviour is hene independent of the driving mehanism.The saling of equation (46) has been extensively tested mostly in single hemispheremodels without wind foring [Colin de Verdi�ere, 1988; Marotzke, 1997; Zhang et al., 1999℄and reviewed by Park and Bryan [2000℄. For the saling with di�usivity, power lawswith exponents di�erent from 2=3 have been found. Park and Bryan [2000℄ attributeddisrepanies to a signi�ant amount of spurious reirulation in the North Atlanti whenthe overturning is diagnosed in z-oordinates. Park [1999℄ inluded the non-linear masstransport law into Stommel's box model and onluded that this model has di�erentstability properties.Another assumption of the saling equation (46) as well as for the Stommel-type boxmodels is that, sine the meridional density gradient explains only a zonal ow withgeostrophy, it sales like the meridional ow. One ommon piture to underline thisassumption is that as the zonal ow is bounded by ontinental barriers it will lead to aseondary meridional ow: the north-south density di�erene leads to an eastward ow,whih piles up water that downwells on the eastern wall. This resulting east-west gradientin the surfae elevation then leads to a northward ow [Wright et al., 1995℄.Marotzke [1997℄ analytially derived an expression for the east-west pressure di�ereneand therefore the meridional ow in relation to the north-south surfae density di�erenefor a one-hemisphere model without wind foring and with the assumption that onvetiontakes plae in the eastern boundary. A linear relation between some measure of the
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 61interhemispheri meridional pressure gradient and the volume ux of the AMOC hasbeen found diagnostially in global OGCMs. Hughes and Weaver [1994℄ used a measureof the depth integrated barolini pressure, as de�ned as the vertial integral of densitybetween the oean surfae and bottom; Thorpe et al. [2001℄ took the density integratedbetween the surfae and 3000m.Gnanadesikan [1999℄ assumed the north-south pressure di�erene produes a fritionalow in the western boundary and through that diretly related the meridional pressuredi�erene to the meridional ow. He extended the saling from equation (46) and inludedtwo more proesses into the oneptual model that would inuene the pynoline depth:Southern Oean winds through the Drake passage e�et and Southern Oean eddies.In his framework, northern sinking is balaned by a di�usively driven upwelling in lowlatitudes and a wind-driven upwelling in the Southern Oean minus an eddy return ow.He hene inludes the two driving mehanisms expliitly, but does not inlude the saltadvetion feedbak that ould lead to non-linear behavior. His model has been underintense investigation as a possible paradigm for the global MOC [Saenko and Weaver ,2003; Klinger et al., 2003; Kamenkovih and Sarahik , 2004℄. However, Levermann andGriesel [2004℄ disussed that the model does not lead to a linear saling with the pressuredi�erene ��D, whih seems ontraditory to the diagnosti outome of OGCMs. Grieseland Maqueda [2006℄ showed that a three-dimensional global OGCM is not onsistent withGnanadesikan [1999℄'s theories, ultimately beause the meridional density di�erene isnot independent of the driving proesses and the pynoline depth is less variable.Griesel and Maqueda [2006℄ show that there is a linear relation of meridional pressuredi�erenes with the Atlanti overturning for simulations with a global OGCM for a variety
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62 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSof values of mixing parameters and surfae freshwater forings. The model behavioris loser to the Stommel model with linear saling and an Atlanti pynoline that isonstant. This is supported by Mignot et al. [2006℄ who show that the pynoline depthis independent of vertial di�usivity.The question how a vertial di�usion oeÆient depending on the strati�ation in-uenes the AMOC was addressed by Nilsson and Walin [2001℄; Nilsson et al. [2003℄;Mohammad and Nilsson [2004℄. If the total rate of mixing energy supply is kept onstant,then there is less vertial mixing in a strongly strati�ed oean. In their oneptual andsingle-hemisphere models, this allows for an overturning that inreases with a dereasingnorth-south density gradient, in opposition to the Stommel feedbak. This intriguing ef-fet however ould not be reprodued in a oupled limate model (Marzeion et al., 2006,submitted ms.).To our knowledge, no oneptual model exists that would inlude both driving meh-anisms (mixing and winds) as well as inlude potential proesses that lead to non-linearbehavior in deep water formation in a realisti way. Keeling [2002℄ set up oneptual mod-els of a wind-driven overturning irulation in the limit of very low diapynal mixing. Inthis framework, there is a bistability for two irulation states: one with and one withouta NADW ell, but both with an AABW ell in the abyssal Atlanti. Yet this bistabilityexists only for a narrow parameter range away from the urrent limate. Hene thesemodels suggest a stable AMOC. A very demonstrative analytial model was onstrutedby Samelson [2004℄. He sees the overturning irulation as a pump-and-valve system,where the wind-driven upwelling is the pump and deep-water formation in high latitudesis the valve. In the ase that the buoyany uxes inhibit deep-water formation, then there
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 63is a regional reirulation of the waters pulled up in the Southern Oean. While vertialmixing is very weak in both models, they nevertheless learly demonstrate the di�erenebetween the energy soure and the role of the surfae buoyany uxes.How does the Stommel bistability depend on the magnitude of the vertial mixing?In zonally averaged models [Shmittner and Weaver , 2001; Ganopolski et al., 2001℄ thehysteresis loop shrinks with inreasing vertial di�usion. By ontrast, Prange et al. [2003℄show, in a three-dimensional oean model with �xed limatologial foring, that the Stom-mel hysteresis inreases with vertial mixing, and onversely disappears in the limit of novertial mixing. It seems that proesses like freshwater transports by the horizontal gyres,while not aptured by zonally averaged models, must be taken into aount for determin-ing the stability.The wind-driven upwelling mehanism presented by Toggweiler and Samuels [1993a℄ hasreeived further theoretial attention in a series of works [Nof , 2000, 2003; DeBoer andNof , 2004a, b℄. By taking integrals of the vertially integrated momentum balane aroundlosed loops, the vertially integrated pressure gradient terms are eliminated and the netnorthward volume inow into the North Atlanti is related solely to the Southern Oeanwind-stress. This aspet seems partiularly important onsidering the onsequenes forstability of the AMOC. In an oean where the overturning irulation would be mainlydetermined by Southern Oean westerlies, deep water formation in the North Atlantiwould play a more passive role. If on the other hand, pressure gradients within theoutow region in the Southern Oean an vary over a broad range independently of theSouthern Oean wind-stress, deep water formation in the North Atlanti is allowed to varymore independently and also a stable o�-state an exist. Indeed, Griesel and Maqueda
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64 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS[2006℄ show that zonal pressure gradients in western and eastern boundary urrents in theregion of the South Atlanti inow do play an ative role, independent of Southern oeanwindstress and inuened by deep water formation.Conerning the relative formation rates of NADW and AABW, it appears that they areantiorrelated in model experiments with variations in the buoyany uxes [Klinger andMarotzke, 1999℄. In experiments with hanges in the wind-stress foring in the SouthernOean, however, NADW strength and AABW strength vary together [Brix and Gerdes,2003℄, although they respond on di�erent time sales. This latter behavior was or-roborated by Timmermann and Goosse [2004℄, who, in an experiment with a oupledoean-atmosphere model, redued the global wind-stress to zero and found the oean tohave no global MOC. The role of wind-driven upwelling for maintaining the global MOCis found in the model experiments by Saenko and Weaver [2004℄ as well. Apparently,an AMOC that is driven by both mixing and wind-driven upwelling, and that is subjetto surfae buoyany foring, may show a stability behavior relating to all these threeproesses. Their relative roles are however still dependent on the employed model.6.4. Transient hanges of the AMOC and their onsequenesThe fous of the present artile is on the physial proesses that sustain a stable steadystate of the AMOC. Model simulations suggest that it takes several millennia to reahsuh an equilibrium state in the deep oean, due to the long time sales of di�usion.Disussing the balane of energy in this equilibrium is neessary for understanding theAMOC, but sine the energy onstraint applies on long di�usive time sales, it is lessrelevant for the transient anomalous response, whih instead is mainly determined byhanges in surfae buoyany uxes. A surfae ooling of previously warmer water anD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 65lead to unstable strati�ation and a ow that obtains its energy by onverting availablepotential energy into kineti energy, not requiring a mehanial energy input. Likewise,a surfae warming or freshening in DWF regions an lead to a stable strati�ation there,interrupting the AMOC temporarily or in some onditions even triggering a transition toanother stable state. This is important espeially in the reation to the global limatewarming. The weakening of the NADW ell of the AMOC shown by most oupled limatemodels in senarios for the 21st entury (Cubash et al., 2001; Gregory et al., 2005) ismainly aused by heat and freshwater uxes. Nevertheless, given the role of winds as anenergy soure to the oean, the question has been brought up whether transient hangesof the AMOC might also be aused by hanges in the wind �eld [Wunsh, 2006℄.Some model simulations demonstrate that NADW hanges may be transient and re-versible. Using a global oupled limate model, Manabe and Stou�er [1994℄ showed how,in a senario with quadrupling of the atmospheri arbon dioxide ontent, the NADWell almost ompletely vanishes within 200 years. A ontinuation of this model run withthe onstantly high CO2 ontent [Stou�er and Manabe, 2003℄ displays a reovery of theNADW ell to the initial strength after 1000 years. In another global oupled limate mo-del, a massive freshwater release to the North Atlanti leads to a ollapse of the NADWell , whih then reovers to its initial value within 120 yr after the freshwater foringstops [Vellinga and Wood , 2002℄. This orroborates a study of Shiller et al. [1997℄, wherein a very similar way the NADW ell reovered within 200 yr.The advetive, positive \Stommel" feedbak however allows for an irreversible shutdownof the NADW ell. This e�et, learly seen in box models (Fig. 10), is also found infreshwater ux experiments in many oupled limate models [Rahmstorf et al., 2005℄. As
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66 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSthe result of a CO2 inrease plus an additional freshwater input simulating melting ofthe Greenland ie sheet, Rahmstorf and Ganopolski [1999℄ found a state without NorthAtlanti DWF that lasted for several thousand years. This suggests that a entury-long transient weakening might eventually end up in a steady irulation state without aNADW ell. The question is whether global warming will drive the real oean to this pointof no return; from model experiments [Rahmstorf et al., 2005℄ no distint answer emergesso far, and experts' assessment of the probability of a breakdown of NADW formation arewidely diverging [Zikfeld et al., 2006℄.The onvetive feedbak is seen in many oupled limate models as well. For instane,a shutdown of onvetive ativity in the Labrador Sea may lead to a 20% redution of themaximum overturning [Wood et al., 1999℄. If the same happens in the Greenland Sea, theredution of maximum overturning in the Nordi Seas is between 27% [Shae�er et al.,2002℄ and over 50% [Goosse et al., 2002℄, while the NADW outow at 30ÆS is reduedby 12% to 20%. The onvetive feedbak works on time sales of deades, meaning thatshifts in the onvetion sites might our already in the �rst half of the 21st entury. Theadvetive feedbak has longer time sales, in the order of enturies.All of the oeani irulation hanges mentioned above have a large e�et on limate. Aloal shutdown of onvetion ould lead to a regional ooling of several degrees [Shae�eret al., 2002℄. A total breakdown of the NADW ell may ool large parts of Europe[Rahmstorf and Ganopolski , 1999℄. Seager et al. [2002℄ have argued that the e�et ofoean heat transport on limate has been overstated, but some of their alulations havebeen shown to be in error ausing an underestimation of the e�et of oean heat transport[Rhines and H�akkinen, 2003℄. The model results presented by Seager et al. [2002℄ show
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 67a winter ooling by up to 24 C if oean heat transport is turned o�, in line with othermodeling results. It should be noted that suh a large ooling arises as a result of positivesea-ie feedbak and applies only to sensitivity experiments where oean heat transportis turned o� in present-day limate. If the oean irulation hanges in response toa strong anthropogeni warming, this warming may partly or fully ompensate for anyooling due to redued oean heat transport [Rahmstorf , 1997;Wood et al., 2003℄. Furtherimpliations of AMOC hanges are sea level rise [Levermann et al., 2005℄ and shifts in thetropial preipitation patterns [Vellinga and Wood , 2002℄. A omprehensive analysis ofthe impats of AMOC hanges is found in Kuhlbrodt et al. (2006, in preparation). Thepotential for harmful impats highlights the need to study the transient development ofthe AMOC along with the question of the driving proesses.7. DISCUSSION AND OPEN QUESTIONSThe main aim of this paper is to larify whih physial mehanisms drive the AtlantiMOC (AMOC). Early experiments by Sandstr�om [1908℄ and theoretial work by Sand-str�om [1916℄ and Bjerknes [1916℄ suggested that heating and ooling at the surfae aloneannot drive a deep overturning irulation; rather, a deep heat soure is required for that,if of other external foring mehanisms, suh as winds, are absent. Sandstrm was later(e.g. Je�reys [1925℄; Wang and Huang [2005℄; Hughes and GriÆths [2006℄) repeatedlyhallenged on the basis that due to downward mixing of heat (by moleular or turbulentdi�usion), a deep ow an still be sustained even if heating and ooling our only at thesurfae. In our view, however, this argument still leaves Sandstrm's fundamental insightintat. For the large sale irulation, the downward mixing of heat an be onsideredas the deep heat soure that Sandstrm's theorem alls for, and Sandstrm's insight hasD R A F T Otober 20, 2006, 3:41pm D R A F T



68 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSinspired muh further work to identify this deep heat (or buoyany) soure. This is in-deed how Sandstrm (1908) himself saw it, when he proposed that downward penetrationof heat in the tropis by mixing ould drive the deep ow. He was inorret, however, insuggesting that salinity di�erenes ould drive this mixing.Je�reys's (1925) suggestion that turbulent mixing drives the AMOC was establishedin detail by Munk and Wunsh [1998℄ and Huang [1999℄: turbulent diapynal mixing, inbalane with slow upwelling, transports heat downwards and thus rises the gravitationalpotential energy of the water masses. Moleular di�usion is very likely not suÆient toobtain a MOC as turbulent and vigorous as observed [Wang and Huang , 2005℄. Paparellaand Young (2002) established that a uid that is heated and ooled at the surfae onlyannot exhibit the kind of turbulene needed to drive a deep ow, if there is no othermehanial energy soure suh as winds and tides. Their de�nition of turbulene is quitestrit; ows ould still no longer be stable and laminar in the regime of an extremelyhigh Rayleigh number (e.g. for a strong temperature gradient (Mullarney et al., 2004)).Nevertheless, as pointed out by Wang and Huang (2005), the amount of mehanial energythat would be available from surfae thermal foring is only about 1.5 GW, not enough toexplain the irulation observed in the oean. A di�erent possible way of rising the watersfrom depth is diret wind-driven upwelling [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993b, 1995, 1998℄.Here, heat uxes are not diretly involved.Understanding the mehanism that drives the steady-state Atlanti MOC requires un-derstanding its energy soure. There are two main andidates for the driving mehanisms:1. Mixing, i.e. energy input to small sale motion through winds and tides (se. 3).2. Winds, i.e. diret energy input to the large-sale motion (se. 4).
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 69We summarize the past setions by onsidering the two extreme ases skethed in Fig. 9.If we assume that large-sale upwelling indued by the surfae wind stress is absent, thenupwelling must be in balane with diapynal mixing (ase 1). The energy soure for theturbulent mixing are internal waves in the oean that break and dissipate. The internalwaves are triggered by (i) surfae winds, (ii) interation of tidal waves with the oeanbottom, and (iii) the interation of eddies with the oean bottom. These interationsare espeially strong where the bottom topography is rough (underwater ridges, trenheset.). However, onsidering turbulent mixing as the only driver brings up a number ofquestions. The assumption of uniform upwelling leads to estimates of � � 1�10�4m2s�1for the diapynal mixing oeÆient, given the observed present-day strati�ation. Yet,suh large values are not measured uniformly in the oean's interior. In response to theseobservations Munk and Wunsh [1998℄ reinterpreted their value of � = 1�10�4m2s�1 as abasin-wide spatial average, with values one order of magnitude lower in the oean interiorand muh higher values near rough topography or ontinental slopes. They estimatethat 2 TW mixing energy are neessary to upwell the 30 Sv of deep waters that areglobally formed (se. 5). A detailed energy balane (Munk and Wunsh [1998℄; Wunshand Ferrari [2004℄, see se. 3.2 and Table 1) reveals that the amount of mixing energyavailable from the three energy soures is just 2 TW. There are however large unertaintiesin these estimates; thus it is not known whether the energy budget is really losed.In the alternative idealized ase without diapynal mixing (Fig. 9, ase 2), kinetienergy input is provided by the winds and is then onverted into gravitational potentialenergy [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1998; Gnanadesikan et al., 2005℄. In this theory, thedeep southward ow of North Atlanti Deep Water is nothing but the return ow of the
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70 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSsurfae waters in the Ekman layers in the Southern Oean that are pushed northwardsinto the Atlanti [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993b, 1995, 1998℄. The divergene of theEkman transports together with the Drake passage e�et, that permits no net meridionalgeostrophi ow in the Southern Oean above sill depth, enfores upwelling from depth.Indeed, the analysis of observed traer distributions indiates strong upwelling of watermasses in the Southern Oean. As an be omputed from the url of the Southern Oeanwindstress [D�o�os and Webb, 1994℄, there are potentially around 30 Sv of upwelling andsubsequent northwards Ekman transport south of 50ÆS, whih an be regarded as settinga theoretial upper bound to the strength of the AMOC in the purely wind-driven ase.(These 30 Sv should not be onfused with the 30 Sv of global DWF thatMunk and Wunsh[1998℄ were assuming (se. 5) .) However, �rst, these 30 Sv are partitioned between theAtlanti and Indo-Pai� Oean, seond, the larger part of the surfae volume transportdoes not reah the North Atlanti but returns loally at around 40ÆS, and third, notall of the upwelling at Drake Passage latitudes originates from the depth of the NADWoutow. The strength of Southern Oean eddies determines how muh of the water returnssouthwards within the southern Oean and upwells at depths shallower than the shallowestsill [Rintoul et al., 2001℄. Thus, it is not simply the magnitude of the url of the windstressthat determines the amount of Southern Oean meridional volume transport that reahesthe Atlanti basin. This volume transport depends also strongly on the density strutureof the Southern Oean, whih is inuened by eddies and surfae heat and freshwateruxes.The piture that emerges is that of an AMOC driven by both mixing and wind-drivenupwelling [Webb and Suginohara, 2001a, b; Sloyan and Rintoul , 2001a℄. If we onsider
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 71the two ells of the AMOC (skethed in Figs. 11 and 12), then AABW is �rst brought upto the levels of NADW by mixing, and is upwelled from there to the surfae by the wind.By ontrast, in the NADW ell, part of the volume ux is upwelled by the wind, andthe rest by diapynal mixing. Quantitative estimates of the partition between mixing-driven upwelling and wind-driven upwelling are still rather rough [Webb and Suginohara,2001a, b℄, but the main point here is that, through the input of large-sale kineti energyto the large-sale irulation, less mixing energy is required. Hughes and GriÆths [2006℄argue that the waters that are entrained downwards lose to the DWF sites need notupwell up to the surfae before and hene an be subtrated from the mentioned 30 Sv ofMunk and Wunsh [1998℄, and Gnanadesikan et al. [2005℄ found that the main soure forgravitational potential energy is the Ekman foring { in both ases the required amountof mixing energy is further redued.[Figs. 11 and 12 should appear here together on one page℄While this piture seems plausible, there are a number of issues that need furtherlari�ation. In order to determine the terms in the mixing energy budget more preisely,from observations, a better understanding of turbulent mixing in the oean is needed. Thevalue for the mixing eÆieny  (se. 3.2), i.e. the part of the total turbulent kineti energythat is available for diapynal mixing, is still unertain. Furthermore the e�etiveness ofthis mixing to enhane the potential energy of the system depends on its loation. Mixingdrives the overturning as long as it e�etively transports heat (buoyany) into the deepoean. Models suggest that only the mixing in the thermoline drives a deep overturning(se. 3) and that mixing at the boundaries is more eÆient than in the oean interior. Itstill needs to be veri�ed whether loally strong mixing in regions where the thermoline
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72 � KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC ???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICSis lose to the bottom or the slopes (e.g. at the ontinental shelves) an aount for therequired � = 1�10�4m2s�1 averaged over the whole oean volume.In model simulations, the role of diapynal mixing should be ritially examined with aspeial fous on the e�etive mixing taking plae, i.e. inluding numerial di�usion. Whilesome models show a realisti AMOC with a low vertial di�usivity of � = 0:1�10�4m2s�1,many oean models tend to operate on relatively high levels of vertial di�usivity, sinethe numerial di�usivity of advetion shemes often is of the same order of magnitude asthe expliitly set one. Moreover, mixing is often used as a tuning parameter: for example,strong mixing is applied to strengthen the AMOC and to ompensate for de�ienies inthe traer distribution. As disussed above this an lead to an unrealisti balane betweenthe driving mehanisms of the AMOC, and onsequently to a possibly false representationof the limati feedbaks.If the AMOC is largely wind-driven, then this should imply a strong sensitivity ofthe AMOC to Southern Oean wind foring. This is however not found in all models[Rahmstorf and England , 1997℄, and this sensitivity dereases with inreasing model res-olution [Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006℄, beause the regional, eddy-driven Deaon ellreirulation strengthens.We have emphasized that surfae buoyany foring per se annot sustain a steady-statedeep overturning irulation. However, as disussed in setion 6, the distribution of surfaeheat and freshwater uxes is linked with the loation of deep water formation and thereforesubstantially inuenes the transient behavior of the overturning. Evidene from the pastas well as model simulations show that hanges in the surfae uxes an strongly a�etthe AMOC, inluding a general weakening or a reorganization of the assoiated urrent
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???, / REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS KUHLBRODT ET AL.: DRIVERS OF THE AMOC � 73systems, with potentially drasti limati impats (se. 6.4). However, the formationproesses of NADW and espeially of AABW are not represented in a satisfying wayin most urrent oupled limate models. This results in diverging senarios for futureregional hanges of the AMOC. Hene a more detailed implementation of DWF in modelsis required.The stability of the AMOC as portraited by the Stommel [1961℄ bifuration is still validfor the mixing-driven part of the AMOC. This inludes the sensitivity of the AMOC tosurfae buoyany uxes. The Stommel hysteresis loop is reprodued by oupled limatemodels [Rahmstorf et al., 2005℄, and many three-dimensional oean models show the linearsaling of the overturning with the north-south density di�erene implied by the Stommelmodel. Yet, if spurious large mixing oeÆients in OGCMs are redued, the Stommelhysteresis loop seems to shrink. For the wind-driven part of the AMOC, the role of thesurfae uxes is portraited by the pump-and-valve onept of Samelson [2004℄, where thewind-driven upwelling is the pump and the surfae buoyany uxes are the valve. Shuttingthe valve in the northern North Atlanti suppresses DWF there, but the DWF will haveto happen elsewhere. If we assume that the AMOC is driven by diapynal mixing as wellas by wind-driven upwelling, and is subjet to surfae buoyany uxes, then its stabilitybehaviour is determined by all these proesses.In onlusion, we �nd that further researh about both the driving proesses and thedeep water formation proesses is neessary to understand the AMOC and to representit adequately in oean and limate models. Beyond the sienti� hallenge itself, theseresearh e�orts are indispensable to reliably assess how the oean irulation will hangein the future, and what onsequenes this may have for the global limate.
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TABLE 1. Energy soures in TW. \Surfae heat uxes" means only the partof the total surfae heat uxes that is onverted into mehanial energy. � � uo;grepresents the work by the wind-stress on the large-sale geostrophi ow; � � uo;a isthe work by the wind-stress on the large-sale ageostrophi ow. � 0 � u0o+ p0w0o is thework by the winds on the surfae waves. From all soures together, about 2 TW areavailable for turbulent mixing at depth. Most of these 2 TW are however dissipatedby visous frition. Only 0.4 TW { an unertain estimate { are atually availablefor diapynal mixing.Energy soure Term Estimate (TW) RefereneGeothermal heating 0.05 Huang [1999℄Surfae heat uxes 0.0015 Wang and Huang [2005℄Winds � � uo;g 1 Wunsh [1998℄� � uo;a 3 Wang and Huang [2004a℄� 0 � u0o + p0w0o 60 Wang and Huang [2004b℄Tides 3.5 Munk and Wunsh [1998℄
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Figure 1. Strongly simpli�ed sketh of the global overturning irulation system. In theAtlanti, warm and saline waters ow northwards all the way from the Southern Oean into theLabrador and Nordi Seas. By ontrast, there is no deep water formation in the North Pai�,and its surfae waters are fresher. Deep waters formed in the Southern Oean beome denserand thus spread in deeper levels than those from the North Atlanti. Note the small, loalizeddeep water formation areas in omparison with the wide-spread zones of mixing-driven upwelling.Wind-driven upwelling ours along the Antarti Cirumpolar Current (ACC). After Rahmstorf[2002℄.
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Figure 2. Idealized meridional setion representing a zonally averaged piture of the Atlanti oean. Straight arrowssketh the MOC. The olor shading depits a zonally averaged density pro�le derived from observational data [Levitus,1982℄. The thermoline, the region where the temperature gradient is large, separates the light and warm upper water fromthe denser and ooler deep waters. The two main upwelling mehanisms, wind-driven and mixing-driven, are displayed.Wind-driven upwelling is a onsequene of a northward ow of the surfae waters in the Southern Oean, the Ekmantransport, that is driven by strong westerly winds (see se. 4). Sine the Ekman transport is divergent, waters upwell fromdepth. Mixing along the density gradient, alled diapynal mixing, auses mixing-driven upwelling; this is partly due tointernal waves triggered at the oean's boundaries (see se. 3). Deep water formation (DWF) ours in the high northernand southern latitudes, reating North Atlanti Deep Water (NADW) and Antarti Bottom Water (AABW), respetively.The loations of DWF are tightly linked with the distribution of surfae uxes of heat and freshwater; sine these inuenethe buoyany of the water, they are subsumed as buoyany uxes. The freshly formed NADW has to ow over the shallowsill between Greenland, Ieland, and Sotland. Close to the zone of wind-driven upwelling in the Southern Oean is theDeaon Cell reirulation, visible in the zonally integrated meridional veloity in oean models. Its relevane is disussedin se. 4. Note that in the real oean, the ratio of the meridional extent to the typial depth is about 5000 to 1.
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Figure 3. Streamfuntion of the zonally integrated meridional overturning irulation in theAtlanti Oean, as simulated by a oupled oean-atmosphere model (for a full desription of themodel see Montoya et al. [2005℄). Contour interval is a �xed volume ux of 3 Sv = 3 �106 m3 s�1.Solid (dashed) lines indiate a lokwise (an antilokwise) irulation. While the maximumoverturning of the model NADW (at about 40ÆN and 1000 m depth) is 15.5 Sv, the outow at30ÆS is only 9.8 Sv. The model AABW enters the Atlanti with a volume ux of about 3 Sv.
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Figure 5. Vertial veloity of the original NADW as it reahes the isopynal �0 =1027:625 kg m�3, alulated from 1.58 million trajetories in a high-resolution oean model.About 60% of the NADW that rosses the equator in the Atlanti upwells south of 50Æ S. Up-dated �gure from D�o�os and Coward [1997℄, with permission.

Figure 6. Atlanti south to north ross setion along 28Æ W of the natural radioarbondistribution (�14C) in parts per thousand. The low �14C onentrations on the surfae of theSouthern Oean suggest strong upwelling there. From WOCE data [Key et al., 2004℄.
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Figure 7. Global streamfuntion of the zonally integrated meridional overturning irulationfor the same simulation as in Fig. 3. A total of about 38 Sv of deep water is formed. The deepwater formation rates in the North Atlanti (see Fig. 3) and in the Southern Oean are almostequal. The overturning ell in the upper waters of the Southern Oean is alled the Deaon ellas desribed in se. 4.2.
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Figure 11. Shema of the AMOC. The two ells, AABW and NADW, are driven by bothdiapynal mixing and wind-driven upwelling. Above the levels of NADW are the lighter In-termediate Waters (IW). Bold lines indiate isopynal surfaes, numbers the respetive neutraldensities. The neutral density di�ers only slightly from the potential density but representsisopynal motions more preisely. See Fig. 12 for the observed position of the isopynals. Othersymbols are the same as in Fig. 9. For the AABW ell, the dense-to-light onversion ours atdepth, through diapynal mixing only. For the NADW ell, the dense-to-light onversion hap-pens at depth as well as at the surfae. For both ells, the light-to-dense onversion is due tobuoyany uxes and entrainment at high latitudes. The hoie of the isopynals is the same asFig. 13 in Sloyan and Rintoul [2001a℄.
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